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SUMHAWr 
irio1)lttm, also knowx as eoluiniblum. Is one of the new Indiuitrial metals 
likely to play an is^ortant role in industrial processing In the near 
future. Its high melting point (U376^ S*.) and low cross section for 
neutron alisozption (l.l barne) makes it of special interest to the Atomic 
Snergy Commission. Since tantalum, which invariably acconqpanies niobium 
in its ores, has a somewhat hi^er cross section for neutron absorption 
(21 bams) there is considerable interest in developing an industrial 
process for producing tantalum^free niobium. Tantalum itself is a valuable 
metal because of its hi^ melting point ) and its resistance to 
most corrosive chemicals. 
!I!he purpose of this research was to find an economical method of 
producing a niobium oxide product containing ais little tantalum and other 
impurities as possible starting with a typical niobiumorich ore or concen­
trate. The process selected as a result of the research consisted of the 
following processing steps: 
1. Digestion of the ore or concentrate with hydrofluoric acid. 
2. Sxtractibn of niobium and tantalum from the digested mass with 
an organic solvent suoth as methyl isobutyl ketone. 
3. Separation of tantalum and niobium by continuous countercxirrent 
multistage extraction using an organic solvent and an aqueous 
scrubbing solvent. 
2 
Separation of nloljiam from other ixi^tiritles "by a second solvent 
extraction step using an organic solvent. 
Stripping of the niohitun and tantaltui from their solvents and 
regeneration of solvents. 
IThe process as outlined above was studied on a small scale and 
demonstrated on a somewhat larger scale so that a more accurate cost 
estimate could he made. Several pounds of nlohium oxide containing less 
than 700 parts per million of tantalum oxide tKere produced. Several pounds 
of tantalum oxide containing less than 100 parts per million of niobium 
oxide mre produced. Both purity values v^ere the limit of detection for 
the i^ectrogre{)hio methods en^loyed. 
Preliminary cost estimates veve made for production of purified 
niohiun and tantalum oxides from an ore concentrate assaying 63 paz* cent 
niohium oxide and 7 cent tantalum oxide. The basis chosen was a plant 
producing 300,000 pounds of total oxides per year or 270,000 pounds niohium 
oxide and 30,000 pounds tantalum oxide. Estimated chemical and total 
operating costs for oxie poxuid of either tantalum or niohium oxide vere 
1^.89 and 
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imOBUOTlOH 
moblvfii and tantaliua have had an Interesting histoxy. In 1801 
Hatehett discovered niohitm in a Connecticut mineral. Since niohium-i 
hearing minerals without tantalum are virtually unknown, the first investi­
gators irfere dealing with mixtures of these tvo chemically similar elements* 
IThe presence of titanium in some cases caused additional con^lications. 
Before their final identification, seven names had heen ascribed to new 
elements that were thoTight to he present in these minerals. Marignac 
finally identified the two elements in 1866 hy separating them as complex 
potassiuB fluorides hy fractional crystallization. He found that the 
con^lex niobium fluoride was isomoxphous with the known salts EgTlFg* 1^0 
and vAiich indicated that the valence of niohium was and 
the formula of the salt was K^ITbOF^* 
!I!he first industrial in^ortance of niohium resulted from its property 
of combining with carbon in steel to form stable niobium carbide. It is 
used as an addition a^ent to 18-8 chrome-nickel types of stainless steel 
to prevent intergranular corrosion. More recently, niobium has been 
mentioned as a possible structural material in nuclear reactors because 
of Its corrosion resistance, high-temperature strength, and low neutron 
absolution. Because of the hi^ neutron absorption of tantalum, any niobium 
used within a reactor would necessarily be required to be low in tantalum 
contamination. 
u 
other poaslhle uses of niobltun are for gas turbine blade alloys and 
hi^^reloclty, rapid-fire machine gun barz^els. IDhe fonaer application 
would allow gas turbines to operate at hl^er ten^erattures than those now 
in use. Present gun liners do not have a satisfactory life. V/ork on 
molybdemun liners has not resulted in a production model. If costs are 
not prohibitive^ the hl^ melting points of niobium and tantalum and their 
alloys make them logical candidates for trial. 
(IThe physical property vMch makes niobium Interesting for these and 
other applications is a melting point of rou^ly I6OO-
1700° F. hi^r than iron, cobalt, or nickel, %blch are the base metals for 
alloys useful to I65O® ff. In addition, this is only 370** F. lower than the 
melting point of molybdenum, vdiich is the base for alloys useful to at least 
2000° F. (if protected from oxidation). In contrast to molybdenum, the 
oxide of niobium is relatively non-volatile and, therefore, may be easier 
to protect by alloying or coating. 
For all of the above applications, niobium and tantalum must compete 
with relatively low cost metals. Future demand, therefore, will increase 
only if the price makes it competitive. 
Presently the Fansteel Metallurgical Cozporatlon is the sole producer 
of niobium metal. !rhe present consunption of columblte-tantallte ores does 
not exceed 10,000 tons per year with only a small fraction being converted 
to niobium metal. Ihiring World Vfar II, the world reserves were estimated 
as equivalent to 1^,000,000 pounds of contained niobium and tantalum. 
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Preiant known rowrres are of tho ordor of ton tlaot thl« figoro in 
ooltuBbitoa and on* hondrod tinoa Including pyroohlora mlnarala. 
Iha price of tantalnn natal yariaa from 65 to 12^ dollara a potmd; 
nio1)tua froa 230 to yoo dollara a potmd. The hlglh coat ia attrilrated 
partly to the fractional cryatallization prooeaa preaantly uaed to aeparate 
the niohiun and tantalnn. Another factor ithich ralaea the coat ia the 
faaion method of opening the ore. 
It waa the object of this inveatigation to propoae, deyelop, and teat 
a proceas for recorering niohitim and tantalum ozidea from their ores. The 
prooeas aeleoted aa a reault of this attidy la lAiown achematioally in figure 
1. The oolxunbite>tantalite ore waa diaaolved in 70 per cent hydrofluoric 
acid. Methyl iaohatyl ketone (hexone) vae uaed to extract the niobium and 
tantalum fluoridea avay from the gangue materiala of the ore. Thia hexone 
aolution of niobium and tantalum fluoridea vaa uaed aa feed material for 
the extraction aeparation. !Z9ie fluoride aalta were best suited to aepa-
ration by solvent extraction since chlorides, nitrates, and sxilfates exiet 
only in dilute solutions. 
The extraction apparatus showi in 7igare 1 performed the actual BepaF> 
ration of niobium and tantalum. The hexone preferentially extracted the 
tantalum, leaving tantalum-free niobium in the aqueous phase. A second 
extractor then extracted the niobium into another hexone phase separating 
it from the impurities in the aqueous phase. It was found that nine 
extraction stages vould proteee an extract of tantalum containing less 
than 100 parts per million of niobium and a raffinate of niobium containing 
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Tlgure 1, Proposed process for the separation of nioTjitun and tantalum 
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less than JOO parts per million of tantaliim. The purified tantalxun and 
niobium fractions vere removed from the hexone solvents "by filtration 
after precipitation of the hydroxides with ammonia. The solvent streams 
vere reooveredp regenerated hy mixing with sulfuric acid, and recycled. 
The purified hydroxides were calcined to tantalum axtA. nio'bium oxides. 
The simolated column teohxii(}ue was en^loyed to obtain equilibrium 
extraction data. This procedure involved a series of batch contacts 
operated in such a manner as to approach steady state in a countercurrent 
extraction operation. The use of the procedure was successful in predicting 
product con^osition in continuous extraction runs. 
Most of the investigation was concerned with the opening of the ore, 
the purification of the extractor feed solution, and the actual separation. 
Atten^ts to strip the solvents by various aq(ueous solutions were not 
successful so that resort was made to direot precipitation of the tantalum 
and niobium fluorides in the organic phase. The final product form of the 
tantalum and niobium were the oxides. These oxides were asstuned suitable 
for metal reduction but if other salts proved more useful, they could be 
obtained by a single modification in the process or by direct conversion 
of the oxides. Based upon methods developed in laboratory and pilot plant 
studies, a cost estimate of chemical and operating charges was ooo^iled. 
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PHBVIOUS WORK 
iHie most in^ortant stmrce of tantalum and niobium is a ferrous 
oolumbate-tantalate, l'e(in)<»G?aO^)2t When niohium predominates, the mineral 
is called columhite, and idien the tantalum predominates, tantalite. Manga> 
nese is sometimes found in place of iron. Oolumbite and tantalite are heavy 
minerals, the if^eoifie gravity varying from 5.3 to 7*3 with increasing 
tantalum content. They are ustially associated vith pegmatite dikes. The 
most in^ortant niobium-bearing minerals are listed in Table 1 (l). 
Durinig itTorld Var II, the world reserves yere estimated as eq(uivalent 
to 15,000,000 pounds of contained niobium and tantalum. Present known 
reserves are of the order of ten times this figure in columbites and one 
hundred times including pyrochlorea. Pyrochlore is a mineral of the type 
HaCaSbgOgF, but K, Mg, 1*0, Si, Sjx, Ta, Ce, V, TT, Th, and P may also be 
piresent. 
Columbite ore is essentially all foreign, Nigeria being the most 
important source. However, large quantities of lover grade oz>es are known 
to exist 6n the Korth American continent. Table 2 describes most of the 
known deposits of niobium (2). 
The present coionercial method for the opening of oolumbite-tantalite 
ores involves a basic fusion with molten caustic at 6^0^ 0. In this 
process the pulverized ore is fused with caustic soda which converts the 
tantalum and niobium content of the mineral partly into the form of sodium 
Table 1. HloMva-bearixig ainerala*^ 
Haae Cofl^osition 
Per cent Specific Kohls 
^"3 
sraTity hardness 
Ssries: 
Colxmbite (theory) FeHbgOg 7«.72 
Tantallte (theory) yeTagOg 86.01 
Coltiaibite (l'e.MB)(in),Ta)20g 26-78 iJ^ 5.1-6.8 6 
Tantalite 
Series: 
IfanganoeoloBbite 
(Fe,MB)(Ta,llb)20g 
(lfa,Fe)(Hb,Ta)20g 
2JK> 
30.75 
U2-8^  
5-lK) 
6-7.8 
5.2.6.U 
6.6.5 
6 
Hanganotantalite (Mn,Fe)(Ta,in>)20g H-35 35-82 6-7*8 6.6.5 
Stibioeolmhite-
stihiotantalite 
series (Sb,Bi)(Hb,Ta)Oj^ lJ(8 1.60 5.5-7.5 6.7.3 
]^rroehlore Ha0asb20^ 30-^  1-33 U.2J1.U 5-5.5 
Tttrotantalite (re.T.ir.Ca) (Mh.Ta, ai,Sn)Oi^  1.20 37-56 5.5—6.8 5-5.5 
Tergasonite (T.Er.Ce.Te) (Hb, Ta,Ti)0^ 111.1^ 6 5.6—5.8 5.5-6.5 
Sanarskite (T.Br, Ce ,U,re, Th) (Hb, Ta, Si)206 zf jvr  2-^ 7 5.6.5.8 5-6 
Esehynite (Ce,Ca,Fe,Bi)(Ti,Hb)20g 23-37 T-7 .^9-5.1 5-6 
Series: 
Suxsnite (T,Ca,Ce,U,Th) (llb,Ta,Ti)20g 15-in 1.6 5.5-6.5 
Polyerase (T.Ca,Ce,U,Th) (Ti,lIb,Ta)20g lU20 T-ll^  H.7-5.9 5.5-6.5 
*Bieprinted vlth peralssion of Interseiexiee Publishers, Inc., from Bncyelopsdia of Cfamieal 
Technology, Tolxuse U. 
Table 2. location and estimated reserves of niobium deposits 
Location Ore tonnage Per cent Tons Beaazks 
Higeria 
Idaho 
Africa 
Tangangrika 10,000,000 
Xeoya 
Uganda 
30,000,000 
200,000,000 
So. Bhodesia • 
Ugaxida 
Nigeria lUO,000,000 
Brazil Possibly Tszy 
large 
Canada 
Newman Island 5-10,000,000 
Nemegos, Ontario 3^,000,000 
0.3 
0.7 
0.3 
0.26 
2.0 
0.5 
0.21*6 
COlPMBIgS 
57»000 proved 
13,000 indicated 
8,000 
PTHOCHLOHB 
30,000 
210,000 
600,000 
Oka, Qjoebec 10,000,000 present 0.2-0.3 
100,000,000 ultimate -
3©*.000 
25-50,000 
78.700 
200-300,000 
Partly liy-product from tin operations 
Also contains enxenite, samarskite, 
and fergasonite 
Probably reserves moch larger 
Also contains 3.1 P*' cent rare 
earth oxides 
Also contains 0.8 per cent zircon 
and lU per cent PgO^ 
Pyrochlore prospect 
PyroChlore prospect 
Pyrochlore in nnwsathered granite 
Pyrochlore, enxenite and samarskite 
Undergnmnd mining beneath lake 
Seserves probably can be enlarged, 
koppite, pyrochlore and peroTSkite 
Pyrochlore and perordcite. Open pit 
mining 
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tantalate and nlo'bate, and partly into iron tantalate and nlobata. Unliks 
the mineral itself, iron tantalate and niohate are readily decos^osed "by 
mineral aeids. Sodium tantalate and niobate are praotically insoluble in 
water containing free alkali, so that, \ib»n the fusion mass is treated with 
water, a large portion of the free alkali la removed by decantation. !2!he 
mixed iron and sodium tantalates and niobates are finally removed from the 
fusion extract by filtration and sxe digested with hot hydrochloric acid 
which leaves a fairly ^Aite mixture of the earth aeids. (This precipitate 
is thoroughly washed with water to xemova all i^on and other soluble 
Impurities (3). 
Several investigators have revie^ned the various methods for separating 
niobium and tantalum salts up to about I9H5 (H, 5» 6)* process de­
veloped by Marignac (7) in 1866, with some variations, is the only method 
used commercially. In this process niobic and tantalic aoids aire dissolved 
in a minimum amount of hydrofluoric acid. Q?he solution is saturated with 
potassium fluoirlde, evaporated and cooled, fhe tantalum is removed as 
potassium fluotantalate crystals, After farther evaporating and 
cooling, the niobium is removed as potassixim pentafluoniobate crystals, 
• B^O. This separation Is based on the difference in solubility 
in water of the two double potassium salts. One gram of the tantalum salt 
dissolves In 1^0 grams of water nAiile an equal wei^t of the niobium salt 
re<julr«s only 12 parts water. 
A method presented by Schoeller (5) makes use of the different extents 
to which tantalum and niobium oxalates are affected by hydrolysis. Tannin 
lyJbOF 
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preolpitatos th« tantaltun con^lex from a sll^tly acid solution while an 
excess of tannin precipitates niohiun from a neutral solution. !I!his method 
is commonly used for analytical procedures and it does not appear to he 
practical for a large scale operation. 
Besides the sodium hydroxide fusion mentioned earlier, many other 
alkaline and acidic fluxes are used to open the ore for analytical de-> 
terminations. Schoeller (5) has discussed these fluxes in great detail. 
For analytical determinations Schoeller recommended the use of an acid flux, 
potassium hiaulfate. Alkaline fluxes were considered tisdesirable hececuse 
of unavoidable contamination of the melt with the material of the cruci'ble. 
Trom an economic standpoint these fluxes are xuxdesirahle for commercial 
operation because of their cost and the high weight ratio of flux to ore 
(10-20:1) to effect a good recovery. Pierret (S) has adequately reviewed 
the various fusion processes attempted for the opening of the ore. 
Generally the actual separation of tantalum and niohium has been 
accomplished after most all of the ia^Ttrities have been removed by a fusion 
and chemical processing procedure. Several investigators have tried sepa­
rations without involving a fusion step. Jenness (9) obtained tantalum 
and niobium from ore by chlorinating each metallic element in the ore and 
raising the ten^erature to the volatilization point of each chloride. 
May, Henderson and Johansen (lO) described a method for separating 
tantalum and niobium by selective chlorlnatlon %4ilch followed a heat 
treatment of partially hydrolyzed tantalum and nlobixun chlorides with 
fliTiTnowifl, or ammonium chloride. This method was only applied to pure mixtures 
13 
of the oxides. Separation was not quantltatlre and depending npon 
conditions of hydrolysis only one purified oos^onent of the mixture was 
obtained. Hiskey and co-workers (11) volatilized niohium and tantalum 
hy treating the oxide mixture with a chlorinated hydrooarhon. This method 
was not applicable to ores as the presence of iron caused catalytic decom­
position of the chlorinating agent. Becently, however, it was reported (12) 
that the addition of two to four per cent sodium chloride promotes the 
formation of stable nonvolatile ferric chloride con^lexes during the 
chlorination of niobium-tantalum ores. This particular chlorination 
method was proven on Vestem Black Sand deposits by the Bureau of Mines. 
Heating the chlorination charge to 300° 0. for one hour first distilled 
off titanium tetrachloride and then niobium and tantalum chlorides. Ihese 
latter were condensed separately by selective hydrolysis as repoirted above 
(lO). Iron carryover is cut from 6o per cent to practically nil. 
Curvelll«2 (13} patented a process whereby niobium was separated from 
tantaliui by roasting the ore in air at about 800 to 1200° 0. with a basic 
substance which was usually calcium oxide. (Die residue from the roasting 
process was heated In a chlorine atmosphere at 800 to 10^0° 0. for several 
hours. Seventy to 80 per cent of the niobium was volatilized as a chlorlde-
oxyohlorlde mixture \iAille practically all the tantalum remained in the 
residtut. 
Lind and In^es (lU^) reported SS,B per cent recovery of niobium from 
niobium ores by dhlorination with chlorine gas. Uiobium osychloride or 
pentachloride was recovered depending x^on the conditions of the reaction. 
lU 
The nlohiim produced was free from the gangue materials Iron and manganese. 
No report v^s made on tantalum. 
Buff and Thomas (15) reported xising carhon tetrachloride as a chlorin­
ating agent In the treatment of tantalum and nlohltun oxides. At 200 to 
22.^ 0. niobium pentaohlorlde was formed, \^lle the tantalum oxide remained 
tmaffected. Ho shax^ separation occurred, however, as In a secondazy 
reaction, nlohltua pentaohlorlde reacted with tantaliun oxide to give nlohltim 
oxychlorlde and tantalum pentaohlorlde. 
Kroll and Bacon (16, 17) also patented a process for selective chlorln-
atlon. More niohixim oxide than tantalum oxide fonaed a nitride when the 
mlxtxire vas treated with ammonia at 600° 0. When chlorine was passed over 
this partially nltrlded mixture at ^00^ C. nlohium was fractionally dls«> 
tilled. In one test 88 per cent of the niohtum and less than 5 P®** of 
the tantalum were removed from a mixt-ure initially cos^osed of U7 per cent 
nlohlum oxide and 33 P®' o®nt tantalum oxide. Other patents (18, I9) 
sxiggested treatment of the mixed oxides with hydrogen to reduce selectively 
the niobitun pentoxlde to the tetroxlde. After this partial reduction, the 
charge was treated with chlorine gas to distill niobltua pentaohlorlde. Only 
about 20 per cent of the niobium was removed In one cycle. 
A Trench patent (20) described a process for separating tantalxua and 
niobitun. Mixed oxides were added to a fused alloy containing tantalum and 
niobium. Tantalum in the alloy was displaced with rei^ect to nioblxua 
producing a slag containing tantalum and an alloy containing niobium. 
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Ck>li1)ersuch and Toung (21) precipitated nlobliun containing less than 
0.2 per cent tantalum "by eleotsrolytic reduction of c^in^eyalent nioMum 
to the (jiiadri- and trlvalent states in a 75 P®' cent sulfiirlc acid solution. 
In a similar process (22) nio'biuia was reduced in acid solution with zinc 
dust. Boiling precipitated the tantalum hydrate, leaving the lover valent 
niobium in solution, ^e niobium was then reoxidized and precipitated by 
boiling. 
Tntema (23) reported that an inoon^lete separation could be effected 
by electrolytic hydrolysis with different hydrogen ion concentrations. 
Later investigations by Fierce ani Tntema (2H) indicated that it was 
in^ossible to effect a clean separation by merely regulating the pR. Later, 
Pierce (2^) claimed that niobium could be plated from a saturated solution 
of ignited niobium oxide in sodium carbonate. A similar solution of tanta^ 
luiB oxide would not plate out tantaltun under identical conditions. 
Anion<-exchange methods have been fotmd effective in s^arating tanta-
lum and niobium. One method employing a mixed hydrochloric-hydrofluoric 
add solution of niobium and tantalum indicated that tantalum was prefer­
entially adsorbed (26, 27). Huffman and co-workers (2g) found niobium 
preferentially adsorbed from hydrochloric acid solutions. ®xe niobium and 
tantalum obtained by these ion-exchanger techniq[ass were better than 99 P®r 
cent pure relative to each other. Oillis and co-workers (^) recovered 95 
per cent of the niobium free of tantalum by one pass of their oxalic acid 
solution containing eqfoal weights of the two elements. 
Several successful chromatographic separations of niobium and tantalum 
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have been reported. Buretall and assoolates (30, 3^) oharged cellulose 
with a fluoride solution of nlohlum and tantalum and then elutriated this 
with methyl ethyl ketone. The tantalum was (joantltatlvely transferred to 
the ketone and was found to contain as little as 0.1 per cent nlohlum. 
Addition of hydrofluoric add to the eluant was required to remove the 
nlohiuffl from the cellulose. Tikhomlroff (32) accon^lished this same 
separation hy adsoi^tion on activated alumina from an ammonium oxalate 
solution. Wood (33) added ammonium ion to the fluoride solutions of niobium 
and tantalum poisoned with a little titanium. Adsorption on cellulose 
followed hy elutrlatlon showed the ammonium ion con^letely surpressed the 
transfer of the titanium. This is a significant factor in the preparation 
of pure niohium as titanium usually associates itself with the niobitm. 
Recently, separations have been achieved by liq[ald-ll(]uld extraction 
methods. Iieddlcotte and Moore (3^) found that a solution of methyldl-
octylamine in xylene extracted about 99 cent of the niobium and only 
0.8 per cent of the tantalum from an 8.0 molar hydrochloric acid solution. 
Scadden and 3allou (35) reported only partial separation by preferentially 
extracting niobium from a nitric acid solution of their oxalates into a 
0.6 molar solution of di->nopropyl phosphoric acid in dibutyl ether. 
Stevenson and Ricks (36) eiffected a separation by extraction of tantalum 
into dilsopropyl ketone from mineral aold-h|rdrofluoric acid aqueous phases. 
The mineral acids tested were hydrochloric, sulfuric, perchloric and nitric. 
Hydrochloric acid was reported to be most useful. All of the above ex­
tractions were carried out on aqueous solutions containing less than 2.5 
grama each of tantalum and niobium per liter. 
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llllen1)tirg, leddlootte and Moore (37) extracted niobium firom tantalum 
a8 a sulfate with a mixed solvent of tribensgrlamine in methylene chloride. 
Weming and associates (38, 39) obtained 99.85 per cent tantalum and 99.97 
per cent niobium with the hydrofluoric acid-hydrochloric aCid-methyl 
Isobutyl ketone systems. West (HO) has reviewed the above extraction 
papers in fair detail, 
V/llhelm, Kerrigan and Oass (Hi) reported that many organic solvents 
viere capable of preferentially extracting tantalum from a hydrofluoric 
acld solution containing hi^ concentrations of niobium and tantalum. In 
furthering this work foos and Wllhelm (U2) studied the effects of varying 
the concentration of niobium, tantalum and hydrofltiorlc acid on the ex­
traction. An aq[ueou8 solution containing the eq[alvalent of ^17 grams of 
tantalum and niobium pentoxides per liter was used in these experiments. 
Single stage extinctions of this solution or its water dilutions with 3nany 
organic solvents indicated that some solvents extracted more than 50 P®* 
cent of the total tantalum analyzing less than one per cent nloblttn. 
Although the ketones were most effective for obtaining the separation, 
many alcohols, amines, aldehydes, ethers, esters, organic phosphates, 
organic phosphites and mixed organic solvents were useful. A multiple-
contact batch extraction carried out on a solution containing 110 grams 
per liter of total oxides with diethyl ketone gave in three stages a 99 
per cent recovery of the tantalum which analyzed about O.I5 per cent 
niobium. The most effective separation of tantalum from niobium was 
obtained ithen the free hydrofluoric acid content was low. 
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Other less corrosive systems vere also investigated for separating 
tantalum from niobium by liquid-li^id extraction. Extraction of hydro­
fluoric acid solutions of niobium and tantalum vdiich had been partially 
or con^letely neutralized with aliphatic or aromatic hydroxyamines 
indicated favorable mass distribution and separation of tantalum from 
niobium, tantalum preferred the organic phase In these systems. Althou^ 
the same general extraction trends were observed for the amine-free asd 
the amine-neutrali zed hydrofluoric acid solutions of niobium and tantalum, 
the former system gave higher degrees of separations. Hioblum vas prefer­
entially extracted by the organic phase from a potassium hydroxide solution 
of niobium and tantalum. However, in this system the mass transfer and 
degree of separation were low. 
Several counter-current multistage extractions were carried out in 
which diethyl ketone was employed as the organic phase and amine-neutralized 
hydrofluoric acid solution of niobium and tantalum as the a(]ueous phase. In 
fjrom 10 to 15 stages tantalum and niobium spectrographically free of each 
other were obtained quantitatively on a continuous basis. 
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investioation 
It was the ohjective of this investigation to develop a process for 
the production of spectrographically-pure niohium and tantalum oxides. 
(The general form of the process is shown in Figure 1. It was necessary 
to develop methods for oarryizig out the individual steps in the process 
and to determine operating conditions and chemical and equipment 
requirements. 
The investigation was divided into five sections: (a) opening of the 
ore, (h) preparation of the extractor feed solution, (c) separation of 
niohituQ and tantalum, (d) solvent tireatment and recovery, and (e) final 
conversion of products. 
Opening of the Ore 
l!he source material for the earth oxides was a columhite ore concen> 
trate from Nigeria. The analysis of the ore used in this investigation 
was made hy the Ledoux Company and is shown in Tahle 3* 
IThe ore concentrate, as received, was mostly retained on a 6^ mesh 
Tyler screen. Initial experiments on this "as received" ore indicated 
that a smaller particle size was necessary for reasonable reaction rates. 
The ore concentrate was then groimd to pass 3^5 ii^esh in a Haymond hammer 
mill pulverizer. 
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Table 3* Ledom analysis of Algerian coltuoibite ore 
Constituent Per cent 
^2^5 61.93 
6.80 
reO lg.65 
MnO 1.51 
TlOg 3.ug 
SnOg 2.g6 
HgO 0.01 
95.21+ 
Acid dissolution of colmabite ore 
Q7he columblte ore concentrate oould be dissolved in sulfuric or 
hydrofluoric acids, hut in order to obtain economical separation of 
niohltun and tantalum the final feed solution must he niohlum and tantalum 
fluoride. Sach acid was tested in some detail and the resulting procedures 
con^ared. It was desirable to eliminate filtration steps since experience 
with the fusion process showed that flltratlons of various niohlum and 
tantalum salts were extremely troublesome. 
Dissolution of oolumblte ore in concentrated sulfuric acid was only 
moderately successful. En^jloying an add to ore weight ratio of five to 
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one and heating at 300^ C. for one-half hoiir yielded ^0 to "JO per cent 
reaction of the ore. When the sulforic acid-ooliunbite ore reaction mass 
was diluted approximately fifteen fold with water, niohic and tantalic 
acids (commonly called earth acids) were precipitated i^ile the iron and 
other gangue materials of the ore went into solution as sulfates. Fil­
tration of the earth acids ^ md unreacted ore was very trouhlesome "because 
of the gelatenous nature of the cake. If the reaction mass were filtered 
"before dilution and then the filtrate and cake diluted with water separately, 
two earth acid fractions could he obtained. !Che fraction recovered from the 
filtrate dilution was approximately 90 per cent niobium >diile the fraction 
from the cake assayed 80-S)0 per cent tantalum. lEhe starting columhite ore 
for the above experiiaent was an Argentina ore which assayed 50 per cent 
NbgO^ and I7 per cent However, this procedure doubled the filtration 
difficulty because both cakes were again very gelatenotis. 
It was first determined by Wilhelm (U^3) that niobium-tantalum ores 
cotild be successfully opened by hydrofluoric acid. Wilhelm* s tests indi­
cated that 90 per cent reaction of the ore was possible when a 100 per cent 
excess of cold JO per cent hydrofluoric acid was shaken with ore concen­
trate for 0-12 hours. 
Dissolution of the ore coxusentrate in hydrofluoric acid was attractive 
because of the direct conversion to the desired niobiutt and tantalum fluo­
rides. However, excess hydrofluoric acid was known to decrease separation 
factors in the extraction process and hence was undesirable. Hi/drofluoric 
acid requirements for the Mgerian coltimbite ore were calculated and are 
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fable If. Seventy per cent hydrofluoric acid req|uirementB of Nigerian 
coluffihite ore 
Basis: 100 grains ore 
Constituent Wei^ t Wei^ t JO per cent 
hydrofluoric acid 
as oxide as fluoride as oxide as fluoride 
2^®5 ^HbOP  ^ 61.93 95.95 66.57 
®«2®5 6,80 9.73 3.09 
PeO reffg 18.65 21V.36 llf.S3 
MhO MnFg 1.51 1.98 1.21 
TiO^ 3.Ug 5.U0 H.99 
SnOg 2.86 3.70 1.09 
1^ 0 tmam 0.01 . 
95'2k 1U1.12 91.78 
diown in Tahle U. 
As can he seen from fahle 100 grama of this particular columhite 
ore required approximately $2 grams of 70 P®^ hydrofluoric acid. 
Since ahout five per cent of the ore was unaccounted for hy the ledoux 
analysis, it was arbitrarily decided to increase the requirements to a 
one to one wei^t ratio. 
Experiments were run to verify Wilhelm's results. Ihe first tests 
indicated that even with a large excess of hydrofluoric acid, the reaction 
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mats was tIsoous. Oiethyl ketone was added to increase the fluidity of 
the reaotante. iChe results obtained are shonn in Table 5. It should be 
noted here that the hydrofluorio aoid eoneentratlon in all of the following 
wDxk was 70 per cent unless otherwise stated. Henceforth, wbsn hjrdrofluorio 
aoid is mentioned, the "JO per cent variety is inferred. 
Table The effect of diethyl ketone on the hydrofluoric acid-
colunbite ore reaction 
Ore !G(7drofluoric acid Biethyl ketone Per cent Hours of 
grams 
milliliters per cent milliliters reaction reaction 
10 15 75 25 79.5 12 
10 15 75 — 92.J+ 12 
10 10 25 25 62.8 23 
10 10 25 
— 
90.U 23 
10 7.5 0 25 55.9 23 
10 7.5 0 — 81.7 23 
The coluaoibite ore in the previous experiments was the Argentina ore. 
I^drofluoric acid retirements for this ore were such that 7*5 milliliters 
was necessary for ten grams. Also, it is noted here that diethyl ketone 
was used in many of the early experiments. A plentiful simply was at hand 
and since it belonged to the same class of coinpounds as hexone, it was 
considered immaterial i&lch was actually used. 
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IThe results of fable ^ showed that the presence of diethyl ketone 
decreased the amount of reaction. Apparently the diethyl ketone acted as 
a diluent. It was also apparent that excess hydrofluoric acid was necessary 
for economical reaction rates. The solutions containing the diethyl ketone 
were more easily filtered than the solutions containing only hydrofluoric 
aoid. Furthermore, only one phase was noted lAiieh indicated the diethyl 
ketone had extracted the hydrofluoric acid and the niohium and tantalum 
fluorides. ITeutralization of a portion of the organic ketone product 
resulted in the precipitation of relatively pure niobium and tantalum oxides 
(commonly called earth oxides). Earth oxides recovered from the aqueous 
solutions were colored brown instead of the usual white. The brown color 
was caused by iron and other in^nirities in the oxides. It c^>peared that 
the extraction of the niobium and tantalum fluorides into an organic solvent 
after the ore had been reacted with hydrofluoric acid wpuld restilt in a 
single procedure for eliminating the gangue materials of the ore. 
In a second aeries of e^cperiments various mixtures of hydrofluoric 
acid and concentrated sulfuric acid irtre reacted with 10 grams of columbite 
ore. It was thought that the sulfuric acid vnuld react with the various 
fluorides as they formed to generate more hydrofluoric acid for attacking 
the ore. The results of this e3q)eriment are ^own in Table 6. 
The results of Table 6 i^owed that the presence of another liquid again 
acted as a diluent for the hydrofluoric aoid. Direct con^arison of the 
results in i&ich 75 per cent excess acid was used revealed that sulfuric 
acid decreased tiie amount of reaction as much as ten per cent as cos^ared 
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Table 6. Effect of atilfarle acid on the hydrofluoric acid 
treatment of coltniblte ore 
Ore 
grans 
Hydrofluoric acid 
milliliters per cent 
excess 
Sulfuric acid 
milliliters 
Per cent 
reaction 
Hours of 
reaction 
10 20 lU6 20 86.3 11 
10 20 lU6 20 88.0 lU.5 
10 15 75 25 81.9 11 
10 15 75 25 8k.k lU.5 
10 10 25 30 79.0 11 
10 10 25 30 81.0 ih.5 
10 7.5 0 32.5 — 11 
10 7.5 0 32.5 70.9 1^.5 
to vhen no diluent wa* added. On the other hand, sulfuric acid dilution 
resulted In three to five per cent more reaction than ^ n diethyl ketone 
was the diluent. 
Addition of sulfuric acid to the reaction mass of hydrofluoric acid 
and colunhite ore eliminated the possihility of extracting the earth acid 
fluorides from the reaction mass with an organic solvent. lEhe large amount 
of sulfuric acid resulted in two liquid phases when diethyl ketone was 
added. Phase separation was poor and made recovery of the unreacted ore 
residue and the earth acids impossible. (Che blank space in Table 6 was 
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Table 7* Heaotlon of Hlgerian ooltaiblte ore with anhydrous 
hydrofluoric acid 
System Time of nin hours 
Tenmerature 
« 0. 
Per cent 
reaction 
Closed 0.5 100 ^3 
Clo sed 1.0 200 70 
Open U.O 200 0 
Open ^.0 500 0 
Open 6.0 zoo 10 
the result of following this procedure. Atteinpts to reduce the amount of 
sulfuric acid were not suocessfol. As long as any sulfuric acid was present, 
two phases \4ere obtained %dien diethyl ketone was added to the reaction mass. 
Attempts were made to react columbite ore with anhydrous hydrofluoric 
acid in both sealed and open systems. A sealed bomb reactor and a totary 
kiln type furnace were used in these experiments. !nie conditions and 
results of these experiments are shown in Table 7> 
As can be seen from Table 7* the reaction of columbite ore and 
anhydrous hydrofluoric acid worked better in a closed system than in an 
open system. The reaction rates shown for the closed system probably 
could hare been hi^er. Stains on the lead gasket indicated hydrofluoric 
acid loss. Also, no fames of hydrofluoric acid were xioted when the closed 
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r«aotort vere evened. 7or the open reaotlont no weii^t loss %ras noted In 
the first tw) oases reported. leaohing of the ore after reaction with hoth 
water and hexone restated in no oxide recovered. It was oonoluded from 
these tests that a gaseous hydrofluoric aeid>oolumbite ore reaction was 
feasible hut only when it was ran under pressure in a closed reactor. 
Dissolution of the columhite ore in hot 70 per cent liydrofluorio acid 
was found to he the most desirable method tested. A I'luorethene heaker and 
cover wesre used in these eriqperiments. A stirrer rod and paddle were fabri­
cated from rigid polyvinyl dhloride, sold under the trade name "Lucoflex", 
and was inserted throu^ a small hole in the center of the cover. !Ihe heat 
source was a hot plate calibrated to continuously operate at 100*^ 0. 
Aqueous 7^ F*' hydrofltioric acid was added to the ore concentrate 
and allowed to react for vario\is lengths of time, forming a slurry of fluo­
rides and unreacted ore. At the end of the reaction period hexone was 
added to the slurry to extract the niobium and tantalum fluorides. The 
solution was allowed to cool and was then filtered in a polyethylene 
buchner funnel to remove the solids and produce a clear filtrate. (Ehe 
fluoride cake was washed countercurrently with hexone solutions from previous 
reactions, the last wash being fresh hexone acidified to one normal with 
hydrofluoric acid. 
In order to use the hydrofluoric acid most effectively, it was decided 
to add an excess of ore to the reaction vessel. It was hoped that this 
method of operation would reduce loss of the acid by volatilization and 
also tend to keep the free hydrofluoric acid content of the hexone solution 
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Table 8. Reactions of JO per cent hydrofluoric aold and ooltunhlte 
ore at 100® 0. 
Bun Acid/ore Time of run Per cent 
number weight ratio hotirs reaction 
2 0.8 1 U6.0 
3 0.8 2 65.0 
U 0.8 U 9^ .8 
5 0.8 U 9^ .8 
6 0.8 u 90.6 
7 0.8 u 88.0 
8 0.8 k 70.3 
9 0.8 u 76.1 
10 0.9 u 72.8 
11 1.2 93 99.3 
12 0.8 9 90.7 
13 1.1 12 99.0 
as lov as possible. In the flnt esperlments 82 milliliters of 70 per 
cent hydroflxu>rlc acid were reacted with 12^ grains of coltuohlte ore. This 
ratio of acid to ore was such that a 2^ per cent excess of ore was present. 
The results of these and later experiments tuider other conditions are 
presented In Table 8. The amotait of reaction vas deteirmlned by dissolving 
the filter cake in water and/or acid and welding the unreacted ore. 
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ilSw data In Talile B show that four hours vas apparently a reasonable 
reaotion tine. Undouhtedly, some hydrofluoric acid vas lost by rolatlll-
asatlon under the conditions en^loyed. It is believed safe to assume, then, 
that a reaction time of four hours in a suitable vessel, designed to elimi­
nate hydrofluoric acid losses, would give nearly a cos^lete reaction of the 
ore. ^e low values reported in runs J-10 were the result of dissolviog 
the Cake in water alone. Some fluoride residue was noted in the unreacted 
ore from these mns so that the per cent reaction was probably hi^er. For 
the basis of future calculations, a reaction time of four hours and a 100 
per cent opening of the ore will be used. Volume retirements for the 
reaction vessel were determined to be 0.192 gallons per pound of ore 
processed. 
Preparation of the Extractor Feed Solution 
In general the source materials for niobium and tantalum contained 
about 20 per cent total iron and manganese and roughly five per cent tin 
and titanium. In order that final purity of the niobium and tantalum be 
hi^, it was necessary to eliminate these foreign materials as early as 
possible in the extraction procedure. Early experiments utilizing aqueous 
feed solutions showed iron to be present in tantalxun to the extent of 0.2^ 
to 0.^0 per cent. The elimination of titaxiium was especially desirable 
since it associated itself with niobium and its removal necessitated a 
separation which is achieved with great difficulty. 
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Ooxintareiirrent leaching with hexone 
Direct filtration of the hydrofluoric aoidMSoluxaibite ore reaction 
mass resulted in incoaqolete reeoTezy of the niohltua and tantalum fluorides. 
Con^lete reeovery was effected \&en the filter oake was washed with water 
tnit this procedure also dissolved the iron, manganese, titanium, and tin 
fluorides which contaminated and diluted the original solution. Washing 
the ac|aeou8 fluoride cake with hydrofluoric acid was moderately successful 
hut this scheme proved uneconomical as the hydrofluoric acid requirements 
became excessive. 
Leaching the reaction mass with hexone proved to he the most effective 
method tested. Four countercurrent leaches were enqployed for each reaction 
mass. The final leach in each case was either fresh hexone or hexone 
acidified to one normal with hydrofluoric acid. 
!Qie first leach was made hy mixing the second leach solution from a 
previous run directly with the reaction mass. The slurry was then filtered 
to apparent dryness on a polyethylene huchner funnel. In all cases the 
first leach restated in recovering JO per cent or more of the niohlum-
tantalum fraction of the ore. The filtrate volume from the first leach 
increased 2^ per cent over the amount of hexone originally added. No sig­
nificant increases were noted in any of the volumes of the following three 
leaches. The second leach was made hy transferring the filter cake hack to 
the reactor and mixing thoroughly with the third leach solution from a 
previous run. This solution usually contained ahout l6 per cent of the 
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nlo'bltUB and tantaltm. Bapaatlng the a'bove prooedare for the third leaoh 
resulted in a solution containing 6-7 cent of the niohitin and tantalua. 
When the fourth leach was made with fresh hexone, vezy little ziiobium 
and tantalum was found in the filtrate. However, if the fresh hexone were 
first acidified to one normal with hydrofluoric acid, 2-3 more of 
the niohiuffl and tantalxun was recovered. 
Filtration difficulties ceased when the hexone leach procedure was 
used. Attempts to filter the aqueous reaction mass failed as the cake set 
tip on the filter before cos^lete recovery of the liquid could he effected. 
jPilterlng the reaction mass hot eliminated some of this difficulty hut the 
problem of recovery still remained. 
When the first organic leach solution was filtered, the solids always 
came out of the ireactor intact. !I!his first filter oaks resembled a piece 
of gelatin until all of the liquid was removed. Subsequent filter cakes 
were then very granular in nature and filtered with great ease, fhe color 
of the filter cakes progressed from a dark brown after the first filtration 
to a li^t tan after the final filtration. 
Detailed filtration studies were not conducted on the above filter 
cakes. The characteristics of the cakes were such that hl^ filtration 
rates were always effected and hence a detailed study was not necessary. 
Sach filter cake was filtered four times, once after each washing. By 
calculation, a filter area of O.79I square feet per pound of ore processed 
based on a oaks thickness of one inch was determined necessary. 
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!I!he wathins or laaehlng of fh« filter oaka was det«rmlxMd to ts an 
In^ortant part of the process. Countercurrent washing, as carried out on 
the 'bench scale, r^eatedly yielded recovexy of 93'-96 per cent of the 
nlobltm and tantalun in the ore. 7o yield the same results on a larger 
scale, it was determined that a filter suOh as the Bird Frayon or Simoo 
Pan would be necessary* ^Hieae filters have the reputation of high cake 
washing efficiency and sharp s^aration of filtrates, two features \diich 
fit in well with the proposed procedure. Because of the corrosiveness of 
hydrofluoric acid and the toxicity and inflammability of hezone, such a 
filter would be cos^letely enclosed. !I?he t^le unit could be constructed 
of monel but a che^r method would be to en^loy plastics aod plastic 
coatings. Before ajiy material of construction is chosen, it is ireoomnended 
that corrosion tests be made. 
The wet cake contained 0.18-^.20 pounds of hexone per pound of solids* 
For economical operation this hexone should be recovered. Drying of the 
fluoride cake was not investigated. 
Separation of Hiobium and Tantalum 
Conditions for the separation of niobium and tantalum were determined 
by simulated column runs. Both diethyl ketone and hexone were used in these 
runs* Hine simulated column xuns were made under varying conditions. In 
all cases the niobium and tantalum were present with excess hydrofluoric 
aoid in the organic phase. Various concentrations of sulfuric acid were 
tested as the aq(ueous scrub solution. The tantalum preferentially remained 
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in the solvent idxile the niobiton and minor liqotiritles vfere scrahhed into 
the aqueous raffinate. 
Single stage extractions with hexone 
Sin^e sta^ li^id-li(jaid extractions iMre used to obtain distribution 
coefficients of pure tantalum and pure niobium in hydrofluoric acid so1uf> 
tions with hexone. Two primaxy stock solutions of tantalum were made by 
dissolving tantalum oxide, in one case, and tantalum mstal, in the second 
case, in hydrofluoric add. !Ihe solution made from the tantaliua oxide 
analyzed 595 grams oxide per liter while the solution made from the tanta­
lum metal analyzed II76 grams oxide per liter. A third tantalum stock solu^ 
tion was made by adding hydrofluoric acid to a portion of the second tantsA-
lum solution. This stock solution, which analyzed $89 grams oxide per 
liter, was an attempt to prepare a solution one normal in excess hydro­
fluoric acid. All of these solutions remained stable for over a year. A 
primary stock solution of niobium was made by dissolving niobium oxide in 
hydrofluoric acid. IThis solution assayed 59^ grams oxide per liter. A 
portion of the niobium solution was evaporated yielding a second stock 
solution of grams oxide per liter. The niobitim stock solutions weire 
unstable as precipitation started a few days after preparation. These 
stock solutions and various water dilutions were used as feed solutions 
for the single stage extractions. 
Sxtractlons were made by shaking equal volumes of feed solution and 
virgin hexone in a polyetliylene container. All shake t^s were made for two 
3^  ^
fflimites eT0& tlura^ no further changes In distribution were noted after 30 
seconds. The phases vere than separated in a polyethylene separatory 
funnel and stored in polyethylene "bottles for analysis. The analytical 
procedures used are discussed in Appendix A. 
DistrihuMon data for the three tantalum stock solutions end the two 
niohium stock solutions are shown in rigare 2. !Ihe concentrations in 
Figure 2 are shown in moles per liter to allow for more direct con^arison. 
The data for these curves are tabulated in fable 22 in .^endlz 3. 
An accurate determination of the excess hydrofluoric acid concentration 
was desired for the primary stock solutions. !!7he best procedure found for 
the excess hydrofluoric acid concentration was by the determination of i^e 
fluoride ion by a modified Willard and Winter (¥)•) analysis, fhis method 
was found satisfactory on standard solutions of tantalum and niobium in 
hydroflTioric acid and la presented in Appendix A. 
Figure 2 shows that an increase in excess hydrofluoiric acid concen­
tration increased both the tantalum and niobium distribution coefficients. 
It is also apparent that the niobium distribution is more affected by an 
Increase in add concentration than is the tantalum. Foos has 
presented a possible explanation for the lack of preferential extraction 
of tantalum at higher hydrofluoric acid concentrations by the following 
reactions. 
(1) 
71gara 2. Blstrilmtiozi eurres for pure xiio1)itDB ta&taltuo fluorides 
vlth iMocoae 
T—r 
UJ 
CO 
< 
CODE SPECIES EXCESS HF 
+ H2Tb 9.56 N 
o H2"ni F7 r.60 N 
T HTaFe 0 N 
X ^yJbOF5 13,52 N 
7 H^NbOFs 6.00 N 
V>1 
cr> 
i. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 IjO 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.5 
MOLES OXIDE/LITER AQUEOUS PHASE 
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smr + HjHbOj^ ^ > ^HbOFg + 3^0 (2) 
2HF + ^ HbOlT^ ^ > ByiWP^ + ^ 0 (3) 
Th9 products of reactions 1 and 3 are very similar i^lle the nlo'blum 
and tantaluB salts from reactions 1 and 2 are (julte different. It would 
Tie e^qpected that the relative extractahlllty of fluotantalates and the 
fluonloblates ml^t he similar ^ lle for the fltiotantalates and the penta-
fluonlohlates It ml^t he different. Thus If an amount of hydrofluoric aoid 
Insufficient to yield appreciable amounts of reaction 3 present, 
considerable difference In niobium and tantalum extractahlllty ibould result. 
A research paper hy Wemlng and associates (3^) also reported data on 
the extractablllty of tantaltun and niobium at various hydrofluoric add 
concentrations. tPhls vork ^owed that tantalum extractahlllty apparently 
reached a maximum at ahout six normal hydrofluoric acid while the extracta-
hlllty of niobium continued to Increase at hydrofluoric add concentrations 
as hl^ as 13 normal. 
Figure 2 also revealed that an Increase In concentration also 
Increased the distribution coefficient of both tantalum and niobium. 
However, it is interesting to note that the nlo'blum dlstrihutlon coef­
ficient apparently increased \mtll the aq[aeous solution was e^proxlmately 
one molar and then remained constant. This same effect la also noted for 
the tantalum distribution coefficient tmtll the aqueous solution was 
approximately 0.^ molar. 
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!Fhe middle curve on figure 2 presented an interesting topic for 
disoussion. ThB fluoride ion determination revealed that the spedes 
HTaS'g was present with zu> excess hydroflnorie acid. The proximi^ of 
this curve to the other tantalum curves showed that HTaVg was not as 
extractahle as It has heen suggested many times that tantalum 
and niohiuffl fluorides are extracted hy ketones through hydrogen bonding. 
If this he the case then, it follows that the Hfa7g species is not as 
extractahle as ^ TaFy because of the deficiency of hydrogen. 
Simolated column rune using diethyl ketone 
A diethyl ketone solution containing 209 grams oxide per liter and 
assaying Ul,8 per cent tantalum oxide and ^8.2 per cent niobium oxide 
was used in the following tests. A fluoride determination also showed 
this solution to be three normal in excess hydrofluoric acid. 
Since the distribution coefficient of niobium increased more than 
the distribution coefficient of tantalum at increased concentrations, it 
would be expected that the separation factors woxild increase with decreased 
xiiobium-tantalum concentrations. To check this conclusion a series of one 
stage extractions were made with the above diethyl ketone solution. One 
molar sulfuric acid was employed as the aq|ueous phase in this test. iCbte 
results of these one stage shake iq)s are ^own in Figure 3 Table 9. 
Figure 3 shows that the tantalum-niobium separation factor increased 
very rapidly vben the initial feed concentration was decreased below 100 
grams oxide per liter. However, even at concentrations above 200 grans 
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Table 9- contacts vith Taxgrtng oxid* coneiBntration In diethyl ketone 
aM one aolar sulfario acid 
M ^ Organic phase AgaeotuB phaae 
^ ^ P 
/T?* Gram Per cent Grams Graas Grams Per cent Grams Grams 
oxittes/i; oxides/1 TagO^ oxides/l HhgO^ 
209 113.U 91.0''^  103.2 10.2 100.2 92.87 7.2 93.U lU.U 0.109 132 
183 98»6 90.05 gg.g 9.8 87.2 95.59 3.8 83.U 23.0 0.118 I96 
157 80.6 92.02 7^ .2 69.7 96.78 2.2 67.5 33.1 0.095 3^ 7 
131 66.8 9^ .^ 7 63.1 3.7 63.6 97.57 1.6 62.0 U0.7 0.059 685 
10U.5 51.2 95.11 I48.7 2.5 1^ 9.6 98.20 0.9 U8.7 .^7 0.051 1066 
52.3 .^9 96.76 2U.I 0.8 2U.I 99.15 0.2 23.9 120.5 0.03U 35^  
Ul 
oxide per liter, a separation factor of over 130 was present. 
It can be seen from Table 9 that all of the organic phases analyzed 
90 per cent or more tantaltun oxide. Similarly all of the aq[aeous phases 
contained 90 per cent or more niohitun oxide. In Tiew of the hi^ sepa­
ration factors obtained, this phenomenon was to be eiqpected. 
A method for predicting the separation of niobium, and tantalum by 
li^id extraction was desired. Since the organic phase vas tantalum-rioh 
and the aqueous phase was niobium.rich after only one contact, it was 
thou^t that the pure component curves from Figure 2 could be used for 
this prediction. However, no con^letely successful method was found. 
Tantalum distribution coefficients calculated from Figore 2 were 
usually less than one. It can be seen from Table 9 that the tantalum 
distribution coefficients ranged from lU to 120. It a|>peared that at 
lower excess hydrofluoric aoid concentration the niobium acted as a 
salting out agent for the tantalum which necessarily increased the tanta­
lum distribution coefficient. .This salting out effect is also apparently 
more pronounced when the feed concentration is decreased. 
Since the system sulfuric aCid-tantalum and niobium fluorldes-dlethyl 
ketone was too con^licated for calculation of stage req|uiremsnts for 
eq[uillbrlum data by standard methods, extraction stages were determined 
ea^irlcally by a series of simulated column extractions. These simulated 
columns were used to provide the same data as a countercurrent extraction 
by the use of polyethylene separatory funnels as extraction stages. The 
flow pattern was arranged to alnolate oountereurrent flov of solvent 
and eulfario aold. 
A fractional extraction technique was used in tdiich the feed was 
introduced at an interaediate point in the extractor. Hhe organic solvent 
and an a(]ueous scrub solution were fed to opposite ends of the extractor. 
In the analysis of the extraction operation the raixer-settler was 
divided into extraction and ecruh sections. !She region between the solvent 
entry point and the feed stage was taken as the extraction section. The 
action of the solvent waa to reduce the amount of tantalum leaving in the 
raffinate solution. In the feed stage essentially all of the niobium along 
with some tantalum was transferred to the sczuh solution entering the ex­
traction section. The function of the extraction section was to prevent 
any of the tantalum from leaving the extraction unit in the raffinate. !Zbe 
entering solvent progressively extracted the tantalum and niobitim from the 
aqueous phase and carried hack to the feed stage all the tantalum leaving 
the feed stage. Since the solvent preferentially extracted tantalum, the 
aqueous phase grew progressively richer in niobium althou^ both materials 
were being transferred to the solvent. Thus a tantalum-free niobium 
concentrate left the extractor in the aqueous phase, or raffinate. 
The scrub section was defined as the region from the solvent entry 
to the feed stage. The solvent entering the scrub section came from two 
sources, the feed and the organic solution from the extraction section. 
The action of the scrub solution was to progressively decrease the relative 
eonoentration of niobium In the solvent since the sorah solution px«fer-> 
entially extracted niobium. Than as the solvent passed throu^ the soxub 
section, both niobium and tantalum were transferred to the serub solution^ 
but the preferential action of the sorab removed relatively more niobium, 
leaving niobiiua-free tantalum in the exit solvent phase. 
Five simtilated column runs were made with the diethyl ketone feed 
solution. Th9 apparatus used in these simtaated column runs was uniq[ae 
and warrants a t^rt description. The mixing and separatory fannels were 
made from ordinary polyethylene '*Tapperware*' l6 ounce ciqas. A one inch 
piece of three-^i^ts diameter polyethylene tubing tms welded to the bottom 
of each ct^. A hole was bored throu^ the bottom of the ctqp to coincide 
with the inside diameter of the tubing. Another short piece of tygon 
tubing was firmly attached to the polyethylene tubing. Pinching the tygon 
tubing with a pinch clas^ provided an effective stopcock. A corrosion 
Msistant stirrer was made by welding a polyethylene paddle to a poly­
ethylene coated stainless steel rod. A thin sheet of polyethylene was 
used to cover each mixitig tube to minimize losses by volatilization and 
i^lashing. 
Tlhe first extraction test was made in an el^ t stage simolated column 
under the following conditions: 
Feed: 30 milliliters of diethyl ketone feed solution added at stage 
five. 
Scrub: 120 milliliters of one molar sulfuric acid added at stage 
uu 
on». 
Organle: 30 ailllllters of dletlqrl ketone added at eta^e eii^t. 
Zhii type of operation gave five terub stagei vith an organic (o) to 
aqueoua loru^ (A) Toltunetrio flow rate ratio of 1/2 and thx«e extraction 
stages vith O/A m l/)\. 
After tventy-nine cycles the run was stopped and the coluinn was 
saa^led stagewise. This data are presented in dbhle 10. The aqueous 
product from stage eight analyzed >99*93 P*' niohim oxide or less 
than 700 parts per million (ppm) tantalum oxide which was the limit of 
detection of tantalum oxide. OSie organic product from stage one analyzed 
approximately 99*95 tantalum oxide. The limit of detection was 
100 ppm niobium oxide in tantalum oxide and it was concluded that sepap* 
ration was not totally effected -under these conditions. 
Since the organic product contained about ^00 ppm niohium, expressed 
as oxides, instead of less than 100 ppm as desired, other operating 
conditions were studied in an attes^t to produce purer tantalum. It was 
noted in Tahle 10 that the a(]ueous streams from stages seTen and ei^t 
contained spectrographically pure niohium. This indicated that stage 
ei^t Was not necessary to the extractor. Zt was also noted that the 
con^ositions of the organic phases in stages one through four remained 
essentially constant in tantalum content. Similarly the con^ositions of 
the aqueous phases in stages one through three remained constant. This 
indicated very little separation was occtirring. A check of the separation 
U5 
Table 10. Staeewise analyiea for the first niobituB-.tantftluin 
sinilated column run using diethyl ketone 
Organic phase Aqjueous phase 
ovage 
number Yolune 
(ml) 
Grama 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent Volume 
(ml) 
Grams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent 
2^^ 5 
1 23.25 60.82 99.95 62.0 12.85 0.10 
2 23.5 83.22 99.95 60.0 20.23 0.10 
3 26.5 9U.30 99.95 23.00 0.10 
U 2U.0 lOU.O 99.95 62.6 17.18 0.76 
5 26.5 83.70 66.73 65.0 28.08 98.02 
6 li^ .O 2U.2U 96.09 63.0 22.95 99.00 
7 IU.5 U.6I H3.17 65.0 21.73 >99.93 
8 lU.O 2.88 0.01 62.0 21.22 >99.93 
factors for the first three stages confirmed this fact. Separation factors 
of 1.^2.7 were calculated for the first three stages while this factor 
increased rapidly to 77*3 stage four and 98.5 in stage five. 
!]?he data of Table 10 also revealed that the scx^ ib section of the 
extractor contained essentially all tantalum and the extraction section 
all niohiuffl. Thus a large amount of solute was recycled in hoth sections 
of the extractor. This was desirable since it was known that a large 
amount of solute recycling was necessary to obtain pure end prodacts. 
U6 
Sines ths tantaliun product was not as pure as dssirsd, it was sridsnt 
that th« anount of solute refluxine had to be isoreased, at leaet in the 
soztCb section. It was decided to increase the solute recycle 1>7 adding 
more stages on that section of the oolunn. 
From the information gained on the first simulated column run the 
conditions for the second test were set as follows: 
Veedt 35 milliliters of diethyl ketone feed solution added at 
stage seven. 
Scrub: lUO milliliters of one molar sulfuric acid added at stage 
one. 
Organic: 33 milliliters of diethyl ketone added at stage nine. 
lihe column then consisted of seven scruh stages with O/A • l/2 and two 
extraction stagss with O/A • l/U. Fifty t^cles of this run were made, 
after iiAiloh, the stages were analyzed. !l*he results are presented in 
Table 11. 
The data ^ owed in this case that neither pure niobium nor tantalum 
was produced. Svexy tenth c^ole product was analyzed and the results 
confirmed the stagewlse data. It can be seen that the analysis of the 
organic phase in stage four Indicated pure tantalum was present in this 
stage. This indicated that a small amount of niobium contamination was 
introduced with the scrub. However, a check of the scrub solution showed 
no niobium contamination present. It was concluded that either the analy* 
ses were in error or the one molar sulfuric aoid concentration was too hi^ 
^7 
Tal>l« 11. StaK«wla0 anal^Ms for the eeeond nlohltm-tantalim 
eionlated eoltuni nm nelng diethyl Intone 
Stags 
mnaiber 
Organic phase A(|tteous phase 
Volumi 
(ml) 
1 Grams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent 
^^ 205 
Volume 
(ml) 
Grams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent 
m^Og. 
1 2h.5 57.01 99.98 7U.2 12.59 0.0^  
2 27.9 79.38 S3.sk 73.0 19.61 0.02 
3 30.0 9H.U3 99.97 7U.8 2U.6I 0.03 
U 29.0 1011..9 >99.99 73.0 30.92 0.02 
5 32.0 115.9 99.99 76.0 3H.73 O.OU 
6 29.8 122.6 99.98 72.0 31.10 0.92 
7 32.3 110.8 99.68 75.5 37 .U2 87.33 
8 16.9 H8.12 97.70 73.0 29.30 97.00 
9 17 .U 7.8U 9^.5^  75.0 2U.66 99.60 
to effect a large amount of solute recycle. Since duplicate axialyses 
were ran and each checked within 10 per cent, it was decided to reduce 
the sulfuric acid concentration of the scmib. 
Phase separation was slow ^ en water end O.O5 molar hydrofluoric 
acid were used as scruh solutions. Meq|uate settling rates were found 
\ihen 0.10 normal sxilfurio acid was tried. In the first two runs notice, 
ahle volume changes occurred vdiere fresh diethyl ketone and the sulfuric 
acid were added. Experiments were made with various mixtures of virgin 
u« 
and «qalll1)rat«d diatliyl k«ton« and sulfario aold. fh« system which gars 
the least organic volume change was chosen. This req[u.ireinent was met hy 
using rirgin diethyl ketone and diethyl ketone equilibrated 0.10 normal 
sulfuric add. 
iPwo short slnolated column runs were made to check the mass transfer 
and settling rates of the new system. Spectrographically-pure niobium and 
tantalum were produced in these runs. Since only 12 cycles of each of 
these two runs were made, stagewise sauries were not taken because it was 
doubtful that steady state had been approached. However, the conditions 
of these two runs furnished enough Information so that more specific 
conditions were set for the next test. 
A fifth diethyl ketone simulated colum run was made under the 
following conditions: 
Feed: 50 milliliters of diethyl ketone feed solution added at stage 
four. 
Scrub: 100 milliliters of diethyl ketone equilibrated 0.10 normal 
sulAirlc acid added at stage one. 
Organic: ^ milliliters of diethyl ketone added at stage seven. 
The extraction process was carried out for 100 cycles, althou^ only the 
products from every tenth cycle were analyzed. Analyses of the liqcdd 
phases in each stags were carried out after the extraction process was 
consisted. 
The cycle analyses Indicated that about Uo cycles of operation were 
U9 
n 
Table 12. Sta^vlae analjraea for the fifth niohitua-tantalon 
similated column run naing diethyl ketone 
Organic phaae Aqueoua phase 
Stage ' • 
nnnber Volume 
(ml) 
Grams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent Volume 
(ml) 
Grams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per ce; 
NbgOg 
1 ^3.5 >99.99 52.0 29.36 0.013 
2 H3.3 gO.U3 >99.99 51.5 H3.IH 0.020 
3 U6.0 93.00 >99.99 55.0 U2.OI 3.33 
U6.0 90.83 99 55.5 62.29 67,00 
5 27.0 Ho.62 90.3« 56.0 ^.93 96.55 
6 2U.0 12.22 39.97 5H.O 52.itO 99.7H 
7 26.2 5.21 U.09 5U.O 51.^ >99.93 
reijolred to closely approach steady state. IZhese analyses showd that 
the niobituQ delivered in the aqueous product contained less than "JOO ppm 
tantalum. These data were suhstantiated hy the stagewise data vdxioh 
83>pear in Tahle 12. It can "b* noted from the data in this table that 
the tantalTim in ^ e eenuilihrlum organic phase of stages 1, 2 and 3 
(qpectrographically free of xdobiiui. Since hi^ purity tantalum was 
obtained in these three end stages it is probable that the contamination 
of the tantalum by niobium in the organic product phase vas considerably 
less than 100 ppn, the lover limit of detection. 
iinalyses of the aqueous product phase indicated that the niobium in 
50 
tblt phase oontained less than JOG ppm tantalxua. Althou^ this vae the 
limit of detection for tantal-am In nlohiain, It wae estimated (^-6) that 
the nlohlum prohabljr contained less than 300 ppm tantaltra. 
The eqallihrivuB stagevise data were plotted In Vigiire U. Ooiiq;>at£ble 
operating line data were fonnd in the extraction section. (Che ourratiire 
of this line was explained hy the voltuae changes noted in the data. The 
operating line for the first three stages of the scrub section defined a 
nearly strai^t line. Eowever, the large anonnt of mass transfer which 
occurred near the feed stage xuidoubtedly caused volxune changes ^ich 
eatised the operating line to carve a little. lEhe positioh of the operating 
point between stage three and four cotild not his explained. !Che odd curvar* 
ture of the eq(aillbrium curre In the scruh section was prbhahly the contrib­
uting factor for this effect. 
!I!^hle 12 also revealed that the e({alllhrltim at^ueous concentration in 
stage three was less than the aqueous concentrations of stages two and four. 
It was apparent that something was helng added in the feed idtich affected 
the scrub stage adjacent to the feed stage since this same effect can he 
noted In Tables 10 and 11. 
The excess hydrofluoric acid was determined In each organic and 
aqueous e^lllhrlum phase. The results are shown in Table 13. The total 
amount of fluoride was detemlned In each eq[alllbrluffl phase. From the 
analyses the amount of fluoride req[ulred for and was calcu^ 
lated. The excess hydrofluoric acid concentration was determined by 
difference. Some negative excess hydrofluoric acid values were found 
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Table I3. Stagewife exeese hydrofltuirie aoid determination for 
the e^librlTun phaees of the fifth eiiBQlated eoluan 
rtm using diethyl ketone 
Stage 
number 
Organic phase Aq[ueou8 phase 
Total R7 
(moles/l) 
Excess H7 
(moles/l) 
Total HF 
(moles/l) 
Excess R7 
(moles/l) 
1 1.1*03 -0.165 0.892 -0.038 
2 2.131 -O.U17 iMs 0.101 
3 2.656 -0.292 1.773 O.U33 
H 3.275 0.39^ lt.H6l 1.9^5 
5 2.090 0.912 U.197 2.1H2 
6 1.362 O.9UI 3.851 1.881 
7 1.016 0.821 3.170 1.231 
in the scrub section of the extractor. !]9iis probably meant that some 
H7aTg was present in these streams. IThis effect, however, was determined 
to be helpful to the separation. 
Zt was seen earlier in Figure 2 that HTaF^ was not as extractable as 
Hence, if some BTaFg were present in the extractor, it would prefer 
the aqueous phase and thus increase the recycle of solutes. The equi­
librium distribution of hydrofluoric acid between diethyl ketone and 0.1 
normal sulfuric acid was determined. The yalues from Table I3 plotted in 
a very irregular manner with this data indicating that niobium and tantalum 
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lnflu»no«d the •zoasa hydroflturle aoid •^librium. 
fhe •xe««fl hydroflQorio aoid oonoantration lnor«a*«d rapidly 'batMeii 
the equilibrium a^ous phases of stages three end four. It was probable 
then that the aoid concentration affected the oxide concentration in these 
stages. 
Siaolated coluan runs using hexone 
&xone solutions containing -rarious concentrations of niobiuia and 
tantalum oxides and excess hydrofluoric acid vere used in these tests. 
!l9ie first simulated colunm run with hexone was a short test to check mass 
transfer and settling rates. The same flow rates that were used in the 
fifth diethyl ketone run were used in this and following tests. IThe aqueo\is 
scrub solution was 0.1 normal sulfuric aoid equilibrated with hexone. Olie 
organic extraction solution was rirgin hexone. The feed solution for this 
run was a hexone solution containing 2$2 grams oxide per liter and assaying 
16.1 per cent tantalum oxide and S3*9 P«' cent niobium oxide. The excess 
hydrofluoric aoid concentration was determined to be U.U xiormal. From this 
short test it appeared that hexone was identical to diethyl ketone as an 
extraction solvent as the mass transfer, settling rates, and end product 
purities were very similar. 
In the second simulated column run with hexone an atten^t was made to 
study the effect of con^osition on the separation. A portion of the above 
feed solution was diluted with hexone to yield a feed solution containing 
209 grams oxide per liter and 3*15 nomoal in excess hydrofluoric acid 
5U 
oonoentratlon. 
Ih« followliig ooxidltions «er« followad for the second slnolated colunn 
ran uilag hexone i 
Feed: 50 milliliters of hexone feed solution added at stage four. 
Scrub: 100 milliliters of hexone equilibrated 0.10 normal sulfuric 
acid added at stage one. 
Organic: ^ milliliters of diethyl ketone added at stage seven. 
IQiirty cycles of this ron were made, the run was stopped, and the eq|ui-
lihrium stages analyzed. (The results are piresented In Table lU and Figure 
5. 
Since the feed oonoentratlon, excess l^drofluorio acid concentration, 
and extraction conditions were similar for the second hexone run and the 
fifth diethyl ketone run, con^arlson of the data from these runs indicated 
the effect of feed composition on the extraction. !I*his con^arlson was true 
if the diethyl ketone and hexone were assumed to have equal extraction power 
for thle system. A cos^arlson of the eqcuilibrium stagevise con^osltlon 
idxowed diethyl ketone a sll^tly better extracting agent than hexone. 
However, since product purities were apparently identical, it wae difficult 
to attach a significant difference hetx^en the extracting power of these two 
ketones on this particular system. 
The effect of conposition on the extraction was clearly seen by 
cos^aring Figures ^  and 5. Increasing the niobium content of the feed 
solution Caused both eq[uilibrium cuz>ves to dilft. Since identical flov 
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Vable 1^. Staeewia* axutlyses for th« eaoond nlobiua-tantalaB 
•inolated ooltum ran uaing h«xon« 
Organic phase Aqueous phase 
Stage 
number Volume (ml) 
Oirams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent 
•^205 
yolume 
(»1) 
Qrams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Vn o«nt 
2^<>5 
1 U3.g 16.88 >99.99 51.0 20.39 0.050 
2 U6.0 39.IU >99.99 52.0 33.92 o.oUU 
3 U5.5 53.69 >99.99 53.3 36.«3 7.U3 
U U5.0 57.UU 97.57 58.0 85.U3 8H.37 
5 25.5 28.6U 82.65 56.0 81.99 97.67 
6 25.0 11.50 Us.65 53.0 «).79 33 M 
7 26.0 6.09 5.00 5H.0 76.92 >99.93 
rates were used in both runs, the extraction e(|aili1>rlam curve shifted to 
the ri^t hecouse of the increased niobium content in the aqfoeous phases. 
Similarly the ecji^librium curve for the scrub section shifted to the left 
becanse of the decreased tantalum content in the scrub eq[uilibriuffl aqueous 
phases. Both equilibrium curves were shifted downwazd because of the 
decreased tantalum content in the equilibrium organic phases. 
It can also be seen by a cougarison of Figores U and 3 that the 
operating and equilibrium curves for the scrub section of the two extraction 
runs were quite similar. On the other hand, the operating and equilibrium 
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ourres for th« •xtraotlon section ymvB different. The operating ctunres 
in both scrub sections were yezy nearly strai^t lines. This indicated 
that volune changes in this part of the extractor ;i«ere -rirtually non­
existent. The currature of the extraction operating curve for the diethyl 
ketone ran indicated hi^ diethyl ketone solubility in the STilforic acid 
aqueous phase ^reas the curvature of the corresponding curre for the 
hexone run indicated an increase in the organic phase with a decrease in 
the aqueous phase. These conclusions were verified hy the data in Tables 
12 and lU. It was unlikely^ however, that the sulfuric aoid aqueous phases 
in the hexone run were soluble in the organic phases to the extent shown 
by the curvature of the extraction operating line in Figure 5. It was 
more probable that the mass transfer between phases caused the voluioe 
changes. Since virgin hexone and diethyl ketone were fed In these experi-
xwnts, some volume change was es^ected because of solubility. The mass 
transfer which occurred between stages, then, apparently overshadowed the 
solubility of hexone in the acid phases resulting in increased organic 
volumes. For diethyl ketone the mass transfer between stages was not great 
enou^ to counteract the solubility and decreased organic volumes resulted. 
For economical reasons hexone was preferred as the extracting agent over 
diethyl ketone because of the hl^er solvent recovery value and lower 
initial cost. 
A third simulated column run using hexone was made to study the effect 
of higher feed concentration on the extraction. The feed solution previ­
ous^ used in hexone simulated column run number one was run in this ex­
periment. The conditions of the xun were as follows; 
5« 
Feed: milliliters of hexone feed solution added at stage four. 
Scrub: 100 milliliters of hexone calibrated 0,10 normal sulfuric 
aoid added at stage one. 
Organic: ^ milliliters of hexone added at stage seren. 
Bi^ty-one prodtusts were taken off this run with the products from every 
tenth cycle analysed. Analyses of the liquid phases in each stage were 
Carried out after the extraction process was co&qpleted. 
The cycle axudyses indicated that less than 20 cycles of operation 
were retjuired to closely approach steady state. !I*hese analyses showed that 
the tantalum delivered in the organic extract contained less than 100 ppn 
niobium. The niobium raffinate was assayed and showed less than fOO ppm 
tantalum present. These data were confirmed by the stagewise data iidiich 
appear in Table 1^. 
Tor contparative pux^ses the stagsvise data were plotted in figure 6. 
As expected the hi^er concentration in the feed solution shifted the eq|ui-
librium curves. It was also noted that the reversal effects present in the 
diethyl ketone runs of the scrub stage adjacent to the feed stage were 
absent. Apparently the excess hydrofluoric acid distribution between eq^<-
librium phases was not as drastic as had been found in the diethyl ketone 
runs. 
The Affect of feeding virgin hexone into the extractor was evident in 
figure 6. Enployixig sulfuric acid equilibrated hexone in place of virgin 
hexone would probably remedy this situation and decrease the curvature of 
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Tablo 15. St age wise analytee for the third niohium-tantaltun 
sinnlated coluna run using hexone 
Organic phase Aq(aeoae phase 
Stage 
maber Volume («1) 
Orams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent Volume 
(ffll) 
Oraas 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent 
Hb205 
1 38.0 2U.08 >99.99 51.5 26.23 0.029 
2 U0.3 5U.39 99.985 52.5 H9.O9 0.135 
3 U2.0 81.35 99.980 ^.0 63.81 8.38 
U U5.5 95.85 9^ .HI 56.0 I3I.U3 79.02 
5 26.0 66 M 86.17 55.0 121.03 90.57 
6 26.5 37.35 61.61 58.5 108.67 98.25 
7 26.3 18.U8 21+.U9 56.5 107.13 >99.93 
the operating line. 
It vas desired to test the separation process as predicted the 
preceding simalated coluion runs in a pilot plant extractor. !Dvo large 
hatches of hexone feed solution %iere prepared in the following manner, 
fhe Nigerian ore concentrate reported in fable 3 vas the source material 
for the niohium and tantalum. 
One hundred and twenty-five pounds of this ore were mixed with cold 
hydrofluoric acid in two polyethylene carhoys, one 75 pound hatch and one 
50 pound hatch. !I?he reactants we:re shaken together for approximately one 
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month. At th« ond of this period hexone was added and the eolutions vere 
filtered throng iaran cloth into a polyetligrlene oarhoy. Approximately 
one-half of the ore was found tinreaeted in the fluoride cake. 
Since the reaction was only ^  per cent effeetive the hexone feed 
solution contained a large excess of hydrofluoric acid. Sxoess acid was 
undesirable hecause from the data of Tigare 2 it was predicted that sepa^-
ration would he relatively jioor. In addition, extraotion en^loying this 
hi^ acid feed solution was not a fair test fbr the process under consider­
ation. It was h(qped to follow the conditions set forth earlier for the 
preparation of the extractor feed solution. IChis was not always possible 
because of the lack of suitable equipment in the laboratory. 
It was found that a one stage extraction en^loying one volume of 
concentrated sullorie acid to 10-13 volumes of ths high acid hexone feed 
solution was suitable for removing most of the hydrofluoric acid. This 
extraotion also served to remove iron, manganese, and some niobium from 
the feed eolution. In fact the oxide concentration of the feed solution 
increased during this extraction. A volume reduction of approximately 10 
per cent was also noted for the hexone solution. 
Approximately 13 gallons of hexone feed solution were obtained by 
this method. The solution contained 303 grams oxide per liter assaying 
iH.O per cent tantalum oxide and {S6.0 per cent niobium oxide. The excess 
hydrofluoric acid concentration was determined as 3*^ normal. The feed 
solution should have assayed $.0 per cent tantalum oxide and 91.0 per cent 
niobium oxide had the opening of the ore been complete. However, some 
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nloliinm was lost the feed solution was oontaoted with concentrated 
sulfario acid. More loss occurred during the leaching process. Due to 
lack of suitable equipment, the leaohing was not ooiqplete. Since tanta-
Ivm extracted first, that ^ioh was left in the cake was mostly aiohituB. 
A 16 stags polyethylene, siixer-settler extractor, developed at this 
laboratory, was arailable. At first it was decided to use 13 of these 
stages in tbs test. In order to properly set the interface controls on 
the extractor, stagewise density data were necessaxy. A 13 stage sinolated 
ooltunn run was started to obtain this information. The following conditions 
were followed: 
Feed: ^ milliliters of hexone feed solution added at stage seren. 
Scrub: 100 milliliters of hexone equilibrated 0.10 normal sulfuric 
sjsid added at stags one. 
Organic: ^ milliliters of hexone added at stage thirteen. 
After 1^ cycles of (^oration were con^leted, the concentration of the 
product streams was tested. The tantalum extract was found to contain 
only six grams oxide per liter. It was decided to reduce the total number 
of stages to nine so that a mors concentrated product could be realized. 
Rather than start a nine stage simolated column run it was decided to 
eliminate stages 1, 2, 12, and I3 of the run already in progress. The feed 
stage was now stage five. Oen more products were collected and the ex­
tractor sampled stagewise. This data aloi]g with the density data are 
presented in !Bable I6. Sguilibrium and operating curves are shown in 
7aMe l6. Stagewise analyses for the fourth BiohiTUB-tantalom siaalated eoltoa ran 
xisiag hsxoxM 
Stage Organic phase Density A(]aeoTis phase Density 
BOBiber VoliuBe 
(ml) 
Grams 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent grass/ 
ol TOItuw (•1) 
(rraiBs 
oxide/ 
liter 
Per cent 
"^ 205 
gtexemf 
ml 
1 36.3 20.21 >99.99 0.829 U9.O 2^ .08 0.023 1.027 
2 37.0 U€.8i^  >99.99 0.867 5U.O 7^.67 0.025 1.050 
3 39.5 78.lU >99.99 0.907 51.8 72.22 0.033 1.077 
U IV3.0 106.1 >99.99 O.9UU 58.5 91.50 H.95 1.103 
5 H6.5 128.2 99.72 0.980 59.5 161.9 67.66 1.201 
6 28.0 119.^  95.2^  0.971 62.5 15^ .8 73.61 1.188 
7 29.0 9H,U8 91.73 0.^ 1 58.0 lUl.U 80.82 1.176 
8 28.0 ©^ .U7 80.05 0.907 61.0 136.1 90.99 1.157 
9 27.5 31.7H 55.31 0.862 55.0 111.3 98.85 I.IU8 
6U 
yigure 7, 
inxe acjaeotM product fron stags xxlns assajrsd 1.1^ psr osnt tantaltui 
oxids In ntobiua oxids indicating that steady state had not heen reached. 
The main puzpose of the sionlated column run iias to obtain the density 
relations of the e(jailihriun phases. Tor the purpose Intended, tbfcse 
data suitable. HoweTer, it was also desired to obtain good ecjui-
libritm data so that a conqparison between the predicted equilibriuD and 
the actual equilibrium in the continuous extractor could be made. It was 
probable that the steady state equilibrium conditions were close enough 
to the data in Table 16 so that a rerun of the ainalated column was not 
warranted. 
Oontinuous countercurrent extraction run 
A 16 stage polyethylene, nixer.>Bettler type extractor (^7) was 
es^loyed Dor the continuous extraction run. Since this extractor was 
still under development, this run also served to test the operational 
characteristics of the extractor. Only ten stagss of the extractor were 
actually used, nine stages for the extraction and the tenth stage as a 
rafflnate overflow. Figure 8 is a photograph of the extractor. 
The continuous extraction run was carried out for eleven hours. The 
hexone feed solution was added at stage five at a rate, of ^  Bllllllters 
per minute. Aqueous scrub was added at stage one and virgin hexone was 
added at stage nine at a rate of 88 and ^  milliliters per minute re-
^ectively. No difficulty was encotmtered with the interface control 
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Figure J. Equ.ili'bri'um diagram for the fourth hexone simxaated column run 
figure 8, Photograph of the polyethyleAe sixer-settler extractor 
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or settling of phases during the run. Atteiiqpts to run at higher flow 
rates caused settling difficulties in stages ei^t and nine. RoMrer, 
this difficulty- vas attributed to the extreustor and not the system as 
the ccgaaoity of the extractor was prohahly heing exceeded. 
Before the li(]uid hold isp in the extractor was displaced onoe, i.e., 
before one throu^-put, tantalum containing less than 100 ppm niobium was 
being produced in the extract product. After approximately two throu^-
puts, the raffinate product contained niobium with less than "JOO ppm 
tantalum. The difference in the time element before the pure products 
were noted was probably dae to some contamination of the extraction solu­
tion ^ le the flow rates were being adjusted. Hi^r flow rates than 
those finally settled upon were first attes^ted. The emulsion that formed 
in stages ei|^t and nine caused some organic solution from the scrub section 
to back tQ) into the extraction section vAlch undoubtedly caused higher 
tantalum coxveentratlons than ordinarily present. 
At the end of the extraction run the efjuilibrlum phases were removed 
from the extractor and assayed. The data obtained are presented in Table 
17. It was apparent from these data that the acttuJ. eguilibrium concen* 
trations did not correspond to the predicted values. Periodic checks of 
the flow rates uere made during the course of the run. For the first 10 
hours the flow rates were essentially the same as those set at the start. 
However, the last check, made Just before the run was stopped, showed that 
the feed rate had decreased to 25 milliliters per minute. During the last 
hour theui this flow rate changed drastically enough to affect the 
6B 
Table 1/. Stagevifle analjrses for nlobimotantaluB oontliraout 
extraction run 
Stace 
xraatber 
Organic phase Aijaeotui phase 
Grams oxide 
per liter 
Per cent 
'^ ®2°5 
Grams oxide 
per liter 
Per cent 
Iib205 
1 25.35 >99.99 IU.I5 0.12 
2 39.65 >99.99 IU.I8 3.20 
3 U0.73 99.97 11.27 U4.69 
3it.3^  96.70 35.17 86.30 
5 60.12 U7.O3 125.9 96.70 
6 53.33 19.79 130.8 99.02 
7 U9.go 7.35 132.1 99.61 
8 U8.20 1.80 132.7 99.^ 6 
9 39 .«0 0.82 125.9 >99.93 
eqiailibritua of the extractor. Since the tine neoeseary for one throughF* 
put yna a little more than one hour, the change was etlll occurring tlwn 
the extractor va* stopped. She data in Table 17 confirmed this obser­
vation. 
The raffinate and extract product containers were changed periodically 
during the ccorse of the run. These data confirmed that the extractor 
apparently operated close to the predicted eq[ailil)ri'an as shown by the 
raffinate and extract concentrations. For the first ten hours of the run 
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A 
th0 extraot and rafflnate ttreaBw areraeed 22 and 108 grant oxld« par 
11 tar ra apaotlTaly. 
Tha iulfiirio aold rafflnata from tha first axtraotor oontalnad th« 
nlobiun and the minor iiiQ>urltia8 present. In order to prodoee reaotor-
grade niobiun oxide. It vas deelred to separate the nlohlTin and the minor 
in^nrltlee ligr a second extract ion. Tests employing the sioolated ooltom 
tetfhni^e shoved that hoth a large yoliunetrlc flow rate of organic to 
aqaeous and a large ntunher of stages were necessary. 
HoweTSr, ^en a continuous extraction was made en^loying 1^ stages, 
a volumetric flow ratio of organic to aqaeous of fotir to one was found to 
extract about S3 per cent of the niobium in the original feed. Since it 
was iiiQ>088i1>le to increase this flow ratio without exceeding the capacity 
of the extractor, a Tolumetrio flow ratio of organic to aqueous of ten to 
one was chosen for the purposes of the cost analysis. lEhis TaltM may he 
somewhat hi^ hut it provided a safety factor for the final cost estimate. 
Solvent Treatment and fiecoveiy 
Under normal conditions for a process eiqploying a solvent separation 
process the extracted solute is stripped from the solvent hy an aqueous 
solution. In most cases this strippixig operation is sufficient to remove 
essentially all the solute and produce a solvent acceptable for reuse hy 
direct recycle. For the case of tantalum and niohium in hexone, however, 
this method of operation was not acceptable. Such large volumes of aqueous 
solution were necessary to strip the solute that hexone losses uere hi^  
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1)«eanM of •olxibilltjr. In addition the nuniber of etages repaired exceeded 
the atnher neoeeeary for the Initial e^aratlon. 
Solvent reeoTeiy >y etrlpplng of the eolute 
7arlotui a^peona eolutlone were tested In an attempt to find a eultalile 
stripping agent. Aaong the solutions tested vere: distilled water, 
eoDoentrated sulfarlo aold, O.O5, 0.10» O.23, 1.0, 2.0, 6.0 and 12.0 noraal 
sulfuric aold, 0.0^ , 0.10, 0.2^ , and 0.^ 0 normal hydrofluoric acld, 0.05, 
0.10, 0*2^, 0.50, 1.0 and 2.0 normal aamonitua hlfluorlde solutions, 
amnonlun nitrate, sulfate, and chloride solutions, dilute mixtures of 
sulfVirlc and hydrofluoric acids, and a mixtiire of 2 normal ammonitun 
hlfluorlde and one normal sulfarlo aold. Ilhis last mixture along with 
the dilute sulfarlo acid solutions appeared to he the most promising SOIUP* 
tlons. However, in no case was the hexone found to he free of solute after 
the stripping operations. 
Flow rate ratios of strip solution to hexone ac hl^ as ten to one 
vere employed in as many as nine stages. Under these extreme conditions 
very little hexone solution was usually produced as the soluhility was 
qpilte high. With flow rate ratios of two, three, and five to one, agpprecl-
ahle solute was usually still found in the hexone. 
Solvent recovery hy precipitation of the solute 
Precipitation of the eolute in the hexone hy the addition of ajmnoxxlia 
hsrdroxlde wae found to he the moet deeirahle method tested for solute 
removal. A slight excess of ammoniUB hydroxide oiwr that reared to 
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pr«eipltate ihs folute wai added directly to the hexone. The precipitate 
vae allowed to eettle and the solution filtered. A two phase filtrate 
resulted irith about 7 P*' c^t hy Tolume "being an a<{aeous phase. The two 
phases were separated and the aqdieous solution discarded. The hexone was 
^generated hy equilibrating with a snail roltune of dilute sulfuric acid. 
Hinety-two per cent of the hexone was recorered in this nazmer. Acid 
recrements were detemined as 0.012 pounds stdfuric acid per pound of 
hexone regenerated. 
The scale at which these extractions were nade did not allow for 
extensive tests on solvent recycling or degradation. Single stage shake 
tqp tests were made to cos^are the extracting power of virgin and regenerated 
hexone. The regenerated hexone was the better extraction agent in every 
Case. In addition, volume changes were less severe. It was concluded that 
equilibrated hexone should be used for all the extractions and that re­
generated hexone was suitable for reuse provided it was regenerated under 
the above conditions. 
Solvent losses 
The losses of solvent in the extraction process were quite small and 
therefore difficult to measure. Hexone losses by evaporation were un> 
doubtedly present. However, if a closed extractor were eagoloyed, evapo­
ration losses wotdd be negligible. The principal sources of loss for 
hexone were probably solubility in the aqueotu phase, entrainnent by the 
leaving raffinate, and the ei^t per cent loss in the solute stripping 
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(^•ration. Tha rvported to lability of hoxona in water wae 19*0 gran* per 
liter, but it wa* found that solubility in aoid wae lees than in distilled 
water. For the imxposes of the cost estinate, the overall solrent loss 
was estimated at 10 per cent of the initial aaount retjuired for the 
extraction. 
Tlnal Conversion of Products 
general req;tdrenents 
IChe purified nlobiun and tantalum fractions were converted to the 
hgrdroxldes in the solvent recovery scheme. Separation of the hydroxides 
from the solvent was effected by filtration. It was necessary to wash, 
dry, and calcine the hydroxides to tantalum and niobium oxides. For the 
purposes of this proposed process the purified oxides were assomed suitable 
for reduction to their respective metals. If other salts proved more 
useful for metal redaction, thsy could be obtained by a slaqole modification 
in tbs process or by direct conversion of the oxides. 
The wet hydroxides contained 3>3 pounds of water per pound of solids. 
Filter req[uirements, conputed for a plate and frame pressure filter, were 
0«33 square feed per pound of oxide produced. Ammonia re(}ulrements were 
1.11 pounds of 100 per cent ammonia per pound of tantalum oxide and 1.32 
pounds per pound of niobium oxide, fhe yields were essentially 100 per 
cent. Wash water amounted to roughly one gallon per pound of oxide. Ilhs 
waiAied cakes were dried and calcined at about ^ 0^  C. to produce niobl'QB 
and tantalum oxides. 
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PredtuBt ptofltlai 
nM nlobtoin and tantaluH oxides produced "by this method were apectro* 
grsgphically pore with respect to each other. Trace iaq;rarities were de­
termined hy endsaion spectrograph. In all cases these trace iBQrarities 
amonnted to only a trace of iron and a faint trace of manganeae. (jjoanti-
tatirely, then, these iiqaurities prohahly amounted to less than 50 ppm. 
7  ^
COSX MALTSIS 
A cost analysis for production of tantalxun-free nio1}ian and niobitun-
frM tantalxun was mads from the information and szpsrience o'btained in the 
investigation. No detailed plant design oaleolations were carried out. 
Plant location was chosen as the Niagara 7alls, New York area as a hasis 
for frei^t and other dependent charges hecsase of its favorable utility 
resources. !l9ie raw material "basis was an ore concentrate containing 70 
per cent total oxides and assaying 63 per cent niohium oxide and 7 psr cent 
tantalum oxide. 
!She daily production rate for the purification plant was chosen as 
1000 poTUids of total oxide (eqfuivalent to 900 pounds Nb^O^ and 100 pounds 
per day based on operation for an average of 300 days per year. 
While in operation the plant Mould run for 2U hotirs per day and six days 
per week. This size of plant roughly s^proximates the several zirconium 
plants which have been recently constructsd. IThis basis permitted one to 
con^asre niobium directly with zirconium, the one metal with \diich niobium 
necessarily must cos^ete for many of the proposed uses. 
!Rie raw materials and ecjuipment costs were made for the process 
following the flow sheet in Figure 9. Xhis flow sheet is a summary of 
the recommended conditions given for previous steps of the process. 
Figure 9. C)^alltitati•e flow dll^praa for tha proposed process 
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BASIS: ONE DAY OPERATION 
1314 L 
HEX( 
1510 Lb. ORE 145 Gal. 
SLURRY 1600 Lb. 667oHF 
343 Gal. 
SOLUTION 
(350g OXIDE/LITER) 
l500Lb 
WET CAKE 
281 Gal. HEXONE 
490 Gal. TA EXTRCT 
(245g Ta^Og/LITER)^! 
686 Gal I-* 
O.ION KSO^ 
2 4 tan 
60 Gal. 
MAKE-UP " 
HEXONE 
343 
Gal. 
HEXONE 
755 Gal. Nb RAFFINATE 
650 Gal. 
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HEXONE 
7500 Gal. Nb EXTRAC 
(I4.4g NbgOg/LITEpfi 
800 Gol. ^ 
O.IONHgSO^ 
NEUTRALIZED 
WITH NOOCO, 
PPTI 
TAN 
6900 Gal. HEXONE 
REACTOR 
COUNTER CURRENT 
FOUR STAGE LEACH 
HEXONE 
7550 
Gal. ^ 
EXTRACTOR 
EXTRACTOR 
TO WASTE 

1314 Lb 
HEXONE 
COUNTER CURRENT 
FOUR STAGE LEACH 
ACIDIFIED 
HEXONE 
40 Lb. €i6% HF 
200 Lb. 
HEXONE 
343 Gal. 
SOLUTION 
(350g OXIDE/LITER) 
\ 
ISOOLb 
WET CAKE TRAY 
DRYER 
1300 Lb.; SOLIDS 
TO WASTE 
490 Gal. TA EXTRCT 
(24.5g TOgOg/LITER) 
686 Gal 
O.ION 
LT 
39 6 Lb. 
28%NH40H 
WASH WATER 
4 TO WASTE 
PPTION 543 Gal. ^ FILTER 
HgSq^-
TANK SLURRY 
7500 Gal. Nb EXTRACT 
(I4.4g NbgOg/LITEl^ 
SOLVENT 
REGENERAT 
4240 Lb. 
DNE 
PPTION 
TANK 
287O NH4OH 
8064 Gol. 
SLURRY 
100 Gal. 
WASH WATER 
900 Gal. 
i f 
450 Lt 
4050 
FILTER 
WASH 
WATER Td WASTE 
SOLVENT 
REGENERAT 

CIDIFIED 
HEXONE 
40 Lb. €',6 7o HF 
200 Lb. 
HEXONE 
TRAY 
DRYER 
1300 Lb, SOLIDS 
TO WASTE 
36 Lb. 
1% NH^OH WASH WATER 
«Gal. FILTER 
H23P4-^ SOLVENT 
.URRY •'i REGENERATION 
167 Gal. 
HEXONE 
(114 Lb.) 
450 Gal. 
HEXONE 
CALCINER 
^^240 Lb. 
»8% NH4OH 
100 Gal. 
WASH WATER 
900 Gal. 
450 Lb. WET CAKE 
4050 Lb. wrr CAKE 
)64 Gal. FILTER 
HgifO^ SOLVENT 
.URRY WASH " REGENERATION CALCINER 
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Ohenieal Costs 
Th« raw naterlalt Mqpilrsd in proestslng vera th« najor eontrllmtion 
. to th* eoat of tho finithsd. prodtict and iMr« probably the aott acouratsly 
known portion of the estimate. Xhe oost of the coltoEiblte ore conoentrate 
was talcen fron the latest (potation of the Darid Taarlor Bscport CoBpanjr (US). 
lEhe costs of the other chemicals were estimated from listings in Ohenioal 
and Engineering Uews. 
The basis of the ohemioal retirements was taken as one pound of 
oxide prodtict or 0,90 ponnd niobium oxide and 0.10 pound tantalum oxide. 
Tields of niobium and tantalum were 100 per cent for all the processing 
st^s except the hexone leaching step where the yield was taken as 9^ per 
cent. Raw material costs are summarized in Table 18. 
Equipment Costs and Inrestment 
An estimate was made of the equipment required to process 900 pounds 
of niobium oxide and 100 pounds of tantalum oxide per dagr. The sise of 
the equipment chosen was based tqpon data obtained In the laboratory and 
was taken only for the purpose of preliminary cost estimation rather than 
design. In most instances the costs were estimated from published data 
in Chemical Engineering Posts Qparterly and other sources (U9-5l)» 
estimated costs were based on November, 195^ by the tuie of the Marshall 
and Stevens all-lnd\istry index (51) • A factor of 1.^3 was used to determine 
the Installed cost from the cost, T.O.B. the factory (^)'. The major 
eqaipment required for production of 900 pounde niobium oxide and 100 
Table IS. Preliminary raw aaterial cost estimate for the proposed niobiom and tantalxm 
purification process 
Basis: one ponnd of ozids product (0.90 pound BbgO^, 0.10 pound 
Chemical T7nits/lb. product t&iit cost Cost/l1>. product 
Ore concentrate 
70 per cent ozlds %asis 
^Tdrofluoric acid 
66 per cent basis 
Methyl isolmtyl ketone 
Sulfuric acid 
S3 per cent hasis 
j^mnonia 
100 per cent basis 
Soda ash 
5s per cent basis 
Process vater 
1.51 1^. 
1,9^ lb. 
l.Ol^ lb. 
0.029 lb. 
1.296 lb. 
0.05^ lb. 
2.0 gal. 
^l.lK)/lb. contained 
oxides 
0.1375/11». 
0.13/lb. 
0.0112/lb. 
0,0l|15/lb. 
0.0115/lb. 
0.35/1000 gal. 
0.226 
0.135 
0.001 
0.0^ 
0.001 
0.001 
Total for one pound of HbgO^ or TagO^ ^1.892 
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poundt of tantaltuB oxldo p«r day aro Itonlzod In Table I9. 
In oaloolating the total eapltal InTeetnent, the installed process 
equoipment cost was used as the basis, with the i&Testnent for piping, 
instrunentation, and building estimated as a fraction of this cost. The 
procedure outlined by Zinneman and Lavine (U9) vas used. Since it was 
considered that serrioes such as steaxs and power wotild he purchased froa 
outside sources, no estimates were included in fixed capital for these 
facilities. The distribution of capital inTsstment is diown in tCahle 
20. 
Operating Costs 
!nie raw material costs for the process have been estimated. The 
total operating charges include these costs plus those for utilities, 
labor, depreciation, maintenance, and administration. lehor re(]uirements 
were estimated from experience in processing and handbook data tqson labor 
needed for equipment operation. Hourly rates were hased t^n availahle 
data. Five operators and one foreman would he required per eight hour 
shift. The lahor was distributed as follows: 
Opening of the ore and feed preparation 2 operators/shift 
Sxtraction 1 ^ erator/shift 
Oxide conversion and solvent recovery 2 operators/shift 
Sopex^vision 1 foreman/ shift 
The retirements for maintenance personnel, analysts, and office help 
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7*able 19. Installed prooats •(jalpaent cost for tlw proposed 
nlobiun and tantaluD pnrificatlon plant 
Basiat 1000 ponnAe oxide/day (900 pounds NbpO. 
and 100 pounds VagO^) ^ 
Ifonlier Zijaipment Votal cost 
Bin, 1000 ft.^, KDOd 
20 
20 
3 
2 
Bxyer, Taeuua shelf, 20 ft. shelf area, 
nonel clad 
Bztractor, mixer-settler type, closed, 
9 sta^e, 1,'5 gpffl, poljretl^lene 
Sxtraetor, mixer-settler type, closed, 
13 stage, 2.0 gpm, polyethylene 
Filter, plate and frene, 12 inch, 12 
chamher, one inch frames, cast iron 
Filter, plate and frame, 36 inch, UO chamlier, 
one inch framee, open disch^gs, 
oast iron 
Filter, rotary, horizontal, Tacuum, closed, 
27 ft.^, wash accessories includsd, 
monel 
Fomace, electric, I3 Ih. HgO/hr. 
Ftomace, electric, JO Ih. HgO/hr. 
Grinder, hammer mill, 1000 Ib./hr. 
Motor, one-half horsepower 
Ptmp, centrifugal, 3*0 gpm, monel 
PtuQ), slurry, ^.0 gpm, monel 
Beaetor, 30 gal., agitated, closed, 
steam colls, haveg 
jS 1,500 
5,000 
7,500 
10,000 
800 
i^.Uoo 
U3,ooo 
2,000 
3,000 
1,U00 
1,000 
6,000 
2.500 
2,600 
B1 
Table 19. Oontlmxed 
lAuiber E(]aipnent Total cost 
k Tank, ^  gal., agitated, closed, haveg jS ,^Uoo 
1 Tank, 100 gal., agitated, closed, haveg 1,300 
1 Tank, 100 gal., closed, haveg 1,000 
1 Tank, ^00 gal., closed, haveg i.Uoo 
2 Tank, 1000 gal., closed, haveg U,000 
1 Tank, ^00 gal., closed, steel U,900 
Mitcellaneous 20.000 
Total installed equipment costs *127.700 
were ealoulated as ftmetlons of installed e^pswnt or letter eoets. 
Qie total capital in-veetnent vat depreciated over a five year period. 
Power and ttean re<|airementt were not well known, "but were ettinated at 
200 kilovattt and 100 potindt tteam respectively. The procedxire of Sgrbdal 
(53) va* uted in preparing the ettimate. Direct and indirect conversion 
costs were estimated. The "bulk manufacturing cott was the stun of the 
direct conversion cost, the indizect conversion cost, and the raw material 
cost. These items are presented in Tal)le 21. 
lEhe process costs given are those for niohiun and tantalum oxides 
rather than the metal. To these costs mast he added the e^^ense of 
Table 20. Capital inrestioent for the proposed niol)itin axid tantalxm purification plant 
Basis: 1000 pounds oxides/day (900 pounds Sb^O^ and 100 pounds 
Subject Cost 
Installed process eq[aipaent (l.PJS.) 
Piping -- 25 per cent of I.P.S. 31»900 
Instrunentation — 10 per cent of I.P.E. 12,S00 
Bxiilding — 20 per cent of I.P.S. 25,500 
Total plant cost (T.P.G.) ^197.900 
Engineering and construction —• 25 per cent of T.P.C. ^9»5^ 
Contingencies — I5 per cent of T.P.C. 29,700 
Total capital inTestment ^277*100 
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Ta1>le 21. Prelinlnary prooass eott ostlmato for nlo1)lTm-t ant alum 
purlfleation plant 
Plant oapaolty: 1000 poimda oxlde/dajr (900 pound* 
and 100 potinds Va^O^) ^ 
Basis t one potmd of oxide produot 
Uziit oost Oost 
Direct conversion cost 
Labor, 0.12 nan ho-ors jS2.00/hr. ^0.2U0 
Supeirrlslon, 0.02U man hours 3«00/hr. 0.072 
Power, U.8 KWH O.OI/KWH O.OUg 
Steam, 100 17), &w50/l000 11). 0.0^0 
Maintenance (10 per cent/year Installed 
equlpnent) 0.0^ 
St^lles (0,5 per cent/year Installed 
e^lpment) 0.002 
Laboratoxy O.O5O 
Payroll charges (I5 per cent of lahor 
and svQoervislon) O.OU7 
Total direct conversion cost ^0,^51 
Indirect conversion oost 
Overhead (Uo per cent of labor, supervision, 
and maintenance) $i0.lU2 
IDepreclatlon (20 per cent/year ce^ltal Investment) 0.1^5 
Taxes (2 per cent/year capital Investment) 0.019 
Insurance (1 per cent/year capital Investment) 0.010 
Total Indirect conversion cost 
Bav materials ^1»892 
Bulk manufacturing cost 1^2.799 
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r«duotlon to the netal in order to gain a ooncept of the relative 
in^ortance of the proposed separation process. BbwsTert these costs 
are not generalljr arailahle. If a oetal redaction cost of 10 or even 
20 dollars a potmd is estimated, it is evident that the cost of these 
metals wuld he drastically reduced from their present price level. On 
this basis, then, this proposed process for the separation and purification 
of niohitim and tantalua oxides could successfally con^ete vith the processes 
presently ea^loyed. 
«5 
DISCUSSION 07 RE!S17L!1!S 
This liiTtttlgatlon of the s^aratlon and purification of nlobiua and 
tantalus by hoxona extraction was not eonqplete enou^ to permit a detailed 
plant design. The primary ohjeotlve was the determination of a preliminary 
cost estimate hased t^on data obtained In lalwratory and pilot plant 
sttidles. Howerer, the process Itself has heen fixed In Its hroad outlines 
and It Is probable that very little farther work will be reared tq)on the 
qdoalltatlve flow sheet. Data for the sizing and exact operation of sereral 
pieces of equipment were not adeqaate. The problems yet unsolved were 
defined. The greatest unsolved problems were those of exact equipment 
else for several steps In the process and choice of materials of con­
struction for some of the eteps where highly corrosive solutions were 
present. 
Major portions of the e3q)erlfflental work were devoted to the opening 
of the ore, the preparation of the extractor feed solution, and the sepa­
ration of the niobium and tantalum by solvent extraction. Dissolution of 
the ore concentrate In aqueous "JO per cent hydrofluoric add wae determined 
to be the best method tested. This method was chosen In lieu of other 
methods becatise of the sln^liclty of operation. 
Essentially 100 per cent opening of the ore was achlevid when stoichi­
ometric hydrofluoric acid columblte ore were reacted for four hours at 
100^ 0. Since the unit cost of hydrofluoric add and columblte ore 
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together oo!iQ>rlsed more than 60 per oent of the final eoet, this step 
was determined to be the most iiqportant part of the process. Any decrease 
in yield would hare a strong infltwnee tpon the final manafaetnring coet. 
In the ooit analysis the cheeper 66 per cent hydrofluoric acid was 
propoted for use orer the more enqpensire fO per cent rariety. (This 
somewhat weaker acid was not tested in the process and it is douhtfUl 
if any significant difference would be noted. Any future work on this 
process should include testing the effectireness of the 66 per cent 
hydrofluoric aoid on the opening of the ore concentrate. 
Sulfuric acid dissolution of columbite ore was only moderately suc­
cessful. Beaction with an acid to ore wei^t ratio of five to one resulted 
in approximately JO per cent opening of the ore. However, the difficult 
filtrations necessary dictated that this method he dropped in faTor of the 
Iqrdrofluoric aoid method. More research on the sulfuric acid method mi|^t 
result in a suitable process. The difference in raw material cost for the 
two acids definitely favor sulfuric acid. The extra processing steps which 
would he necessary if sulfuric acid were tised cotild possibly reduce the 
adTantages of the cheaper raw material be increasing the operating costs. 
The best method for recovering the niobium and tantalum values from 
the hydrofluoric acid reaction mass was by leaching with hexone. Tields 
of 95-96 per cent were obtained when the reaction mass was leached 
countercurrently in four stages. Q?he fotirth leach was fresh hexone 
acidified to one normal with hydrofluoric acid. She use of acidified 
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haxone orer fr«th htxone inoraated th« reoorery of 11101)1101 tantaltoi 
2U3 P*^ o«nt. ITho loach solution fron tho first contact with ths roactlon 
Bass vas used as ths sxtraotor feed solution. 
In ordsr to offset thess high rscovsriss on a coBnsrcial scale, It 
was recoansndsd that a filter such as the Bird Prajron or Einco Fan he used, 
fhese filters are capable of hi^ cake washing efficiency and sharp sspa> 
ration of filtrates, two feattuvs which are necessary to obtain hi^ 
recorerles. 
fhs wet fluoride cake discharged Iron the filter after the fourth 
leach contained 0.18>0»20 pounds of hexone per pound of solids. It was 
recomaended that this hsxone be recovered by sinply drying in a Taouu»> 
type ^elf drier. Because of the possibility that some hydrofluoric acid 
remained in the cake, such a drier would have to be of a suitable material 
of construction such as aoael clad steel. 
!l!he siaolated column technic was used to predict the conditions 
for the continoous separation of tantalum and niobium by solvent ex­
traction. Both diethyl ketone and hexone were en^loyed as solvents for 
the ssparation. Diethyl ketone was a better extracting agent than hexone 
but the lower cost and highsr recovery value of hexone dictated its use. 
A contlimous, nine-stage, mixer-settler extractor was used to demon­
strate the relative ease with which tantalum and niobium can be separated. 
Tantalum with less than 100 ppm niobium, e:q>re8sed as oxides, was prodacsd 
in the extract product while the raffinate contained niobium with less 
ge 
than 700 ppn tantaltm. In both oasos the purity Taluee reported Mre 
the liait of the epectrographic nethode enployed. A teoond eztraetion, 
eiqoloying eta^e, •ucoeesfolly extracted niohitu into another hexone 
phaae avay from the ia^uritiee iron and nanganese. Spectrogrqohio 
analyses of the above extract produots shoved less than ^ 0 ppa iron or 
Manganese present. 
!Che conditions enployed for the ahove extractions were not necessarily 
the optinw. Since the hest operating conditions are a function of a 
particidar extractor and the feed solution coa^osition, it was recoimended 
that a pilot plant study he made on the extraction portion of the process 
before any scale iq) is atten^ted. 
The best method for renoTing the solutes from the hsxone extracts was 
found to be by direct precipitation with aamoniun hydroxide. Several 
a^ous stripping solutions were tried, notably use of sulfuric acid, bat 
none gaTO satisfactoxy results. !!!he method settled TQ>on was probably the 
least e^exxsive operational wise since the hydroxide calces had to be 
filtered under any conditions. !I9ie one disadvantage of the method was 
the ei^t per cent loss of hexone. 
Solvent regeneration was acconplished by acidifying the hexone 
recovered from the tydroxide filtration step. !l!he regenerated hexone 
was found to have increased extracting ability. !I!his was probably caused 
by a small amount of hydrofluoric acid present in the hexone which resulted 
from the reaction of ammonium bifluoride and sxilfuric acid. 
«9 
One poaeilDle eooplloatlon not InTeetlgated vat the effect of aolrent 
degradation. Hegsnerated hexone waa dazk hroim In color aa coB^ared to 
clear virgin hexone. The dark color prohablj reaulted from the preaence 
of degradation prodttcta caiiaed hy the reaction of aulfarlc acid and 
hydrofluoric acid with hexone. It la poaalhle that the ten per cent 
replacement neceeaaiy to offset loasea would control the degradation 
producta and ksep them at a penalsalhle level. However, If this proved 
not to he the case, ala^le dlaplacement of the advent after a certain 
aiUBiber of cyclea cotiLd he tiaed. 
The plant choaen for tbe coat axialysla waa haaed -v^on 1000 pounda 
per day of separated oxldea assaying 90 per cent nlohliin oxide and 10 
per cent tantalxia oxide. This size was rotighly that of ziew zlrconluB 
purification facilities. It was considered that nlohluB would have to 
eoiiQ>ete with zlreonlun for many of Its proposed uses and hence this 
coiqparlson was made to study the relative economic Is^ortanoe of nlohlua. 
Since the demand for tantalum-free nlohlum cannot he evaluated at this 
time, this size may he either too small or too large to fill projected 
nlohlum requirements. Change of estimated plant size would have greatest 
effect ig>on lahor costs with some change In depreciation charges. It Bay 
he noted that these Items coa^rlsed only a small fraction of the total 
manufacturing cost. 
When possible, the choice of equipment for the projected plant was 
hased t^on requirements determined experimentally. In several Instances 
equipment cost was eetlmated from general operating needs rather than 
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flopfloiflo data. In particular, the size of storage tanks was "based iqjon 
estimated recrements for inrentozy of raw materials and streams in 
process. 
Most of the e<xaipment proposed for the plant was constXMCted of hareg. 
The low initial cost of this material of construction over the no'ble metals 
was considered advantageoiis even thou^ more care is necessary to properly 
maintain horeg. In most cases the utilization of haveg reduced equipment 
cost twenty-fold indicating that even a hi^ rate of replacement coxdd "be 
tolerated. 
Since most of the bulk manufacturing cost was derived from the raw 
material cost, notahly the hydrofluoric aeid, it was Mcommended that 
future research on this process be aimed at hydrofluoric acid recovery. 
Some reduction in raw material cost could be made by substituting sulfuric 
acid for hydrofluoric add in the opening of the ore. However, as 
mentioned earlier, operating costs in this case mi^t be raised to the 
point where no advantage is ^ined. 
7or the proposed process, there are two sources of hydrofluoric acid 
which might prove economical to recover. First, there is the fltioride cake 
consisting principally of iron and manganese fluorides. Secondly, the 
extracted niobium and tantalum solutions contain fluoride. In both cases 
sulftirie acid could be used to regenerate hydrofluoric acid. However, it 
is doubtful that either of these fluoride sources wooxld prove economical 
for the production rate presently proposed. 
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I'rom the cost analysis It was seen that either nlohltus or tantalina 
oxide could be produced for ^ 2.80 per poui^. Since the cost of the nstal 
reduction for either metal was tmknown, no final metal cost was estimated. 
On the other hand, hi^-purity niohitm oxide presently costs around ei^ty-
six dollars a pound. From a coc^arlson of the ahove costs, it was evident 
that this proposed process oould successfully coa^ete with the processes 
presently engaloyed. 
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jVHFQKDJX A 
Analytical Methods 
Oxide concentration 
Oxide concentration in aqaeous solution. A voltune of solution, 
containing approximately ^0 milligrai&s of oxide, was diluted tenfold. 
Ammonium hydroxide was added to precipitate the niohium-tantalm hydroxide. 
A small volume of acetone was added to facilitate filtering. !]?he niohium-
tantalum hydroxide was filtered and dried. The hydroxide was ignited at 
SOO^ C. for two hours and weighed. OThe result was the wei^t of niohium-
tantalum pentoxide. 
Oxide concentration in organic solution. A volume of solvent, con­
taining approximately ^00 milligrams of oxide, was diluted tenfold with 
acetone. One to one ammonium hydroxide was slowly added to precipitate 
the niohium-tantalum hydroxide. The hydroxide was filtered, dried, and 
Ignited at 80cP 0. The wei^t of solids was the wei^t of the niohium* 
tantalum pentoxide. 
Tantalum-niohium ratio 
(The pejfttoxides were submitted to the spectrographic laboratory for 
the determination of the relative tantalum and niohium content hy x-ray 
fluorescence (^3) and spectrographic analysis (UU). The first method was 
employed for mixtures containing "between 2.0 and 98 per cent niohitun and 
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vat aoeurate to within - 5 per eent. !I!!he ^eotrographio methods of i'aasel 
and Erotz (UU) wura used for sauries containing less than 2.0 or more than 
98 per oent niohitm. IQxe accuracy of the spectrogr^hic methods in these 
high purity ranges was t 10 per oent of the minor constituent. The limit 
of detection for niohium in pure tantalum pentoxide was 30 parts per million 
while the limit for tantsilum in pure niobium pentoxide was 700 parts per 
million. 
Hydrofluoric acid concentration 
dSie hydrofluoric acid concentration was counted from the total oxide 
concentration, the 7a/llb x 100 ratio, and a total fluoride analysis. For 
the total fluoride analysis, the filtrate and all the washings from the 
total oxide determination were diluted to 100 milliliters in a volumetric 
flask. Ten milliliter aliquots of this solution was diluted approximately 
threefold with distilled water. If the solution heing analyzed were 
organic, all dilutions and washings were made with ethyl alcohol. One 
milliliter of ohloroacetic acid buffer solution (9*8 grams chloroacetlc 
acid aod 2.0 grans sodium hydroxide per 100 milliliters of water) was added 
and the pit adjusted to 3>0 with dilute hydrochloric acid. A pH meter was 
used in all cases. Several drops of alizarin red S indicator were added and 
the solution titrated with standard thorium nitrate solution until a 
permanent pink color resulted. 
The moles of fluoride associated with and I^lsn>OF^ were 
calculated from the total oxide concentration and the Ta/Sb x 100 ratio. 
The excess hydrofluoric acid normality was eqiial to the total moles of 
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fluoride mixmt ths moles of flttoride associated with the B^TaFy and 
I^HbOF^. (These results vere r^roduoihle to approximately t 3 per cent. 
Minor elements 
G^doined pentoxides ^re sxibmitted to the i^eetrographio laboratory 
for analysis of the minor elements hy emission speotrogre^h. 
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i^PE^lX 3 
Tabl* 22. Sqaill1>ritiin data for piira niobituD and tantalun 
fluorid«« with h«xon« 
VoltuM of VoluM of Gone, of Aqueous Organio 
feed IwxDxie feed (oolee eone.(aolee eone.^molee 
(ml) (m) oxides/liter) oxidee/llter) oxidee/liter) 
with 9.56 H excess Iqrdrofluorlc acid 
100 100 1.35 0.610 0.721 
100 100 1.18 0.506 0.619 
100 100 1.01 0.U06 0.53^ 
100 100 o.flios 0.302 0.U36 
100 100 0.673 0.2UU 0.373 
100 100 0.337 o.log 0.193 
100 100 0.135 0.050 0.072 
^TaPy vith 1.60 N excess hj^drofluorlo aoid 
100 100 2,2lf 1.56 1.10 
100 100 1.96 1.30 0.925 
100 100 1.68 1.10 0.770 
100 100 i.Uo 0.866 0.637 
100 100 1.12 0.669 0.515 
100 100 0.839 0.H60 0.398 
100 100 0.560 0.286 0.276 
lOX 
Vabi* 22. (Oontizmed) 
VoltUM of Toluae of Oone. of Aijuout Organio 
feed hexone feed (sioles eono.(aolee eono.(moles 
(ml) (ml) oxidee/liter) oxides/liter) oxidee/liter) 
100 100 0.280 0.11^3 0.132 
100 100 0.13U 0.07U 0.062 
100 100 0.090 0.(^5 0.035 
100 100 0.0iV5 0.028 0.013 
HTaPg with 0 N excess hydrofluoric aoid 
100 100 2,66 2.2U 1.17 
100 100 2.10^ I.9U 0.982 
100 100 2.22 1.85 0.909 
100 100 2.00 1.60 0.80^ 
100 100 1.77 1.U2 0.690 
100 100 1,^ 1.17 0.587 
100 100 1.33 0.98U 0.501 
100 100 1.10 0.786 O.U15 
100 100 0.078 0.600 0.331 
100 100 0.666 0.U36 0.2^ 
100 100 0.399 0.255 0.i5it 
100 100 0.226 0.151 0.082 
100 100 0.160 0.109 0.053 
100 100 0.106 0.075 0.031 
100 100 0,053 0.035 0.013 
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Tabl« 22. (Oontixnud) 
ToltuM of 7oltDB« of Gone, of A<ju«oui Organic 
feod iMxon* food (nolos cono.caolof cone.Cxsoles 
(nl) (ml) oxidofl/litor) oxidos/lltor} oxldts/llter) 
HgHbor^ with 13.52 H oxooss ligrdrofltuirlo aold 
100 100 2.25 2.22 1.13 
100 100 1.97 1.95 0.832 
100 100 1.69 1.66 0.722 
100 100 iM l.UO 0.521 
100 100 1.13 1.10 0.3U1 
100 100 0.732 o.gi+s 0.18)( 
100 100 0.563 0.202 0.064 
HgKbOF^ with 6.0 H •xosBs hydrofluoric aold 
100 100 3.21 2.92 1.06 
100 100 2.gl 2.U7 0.895 
100 100 2,Ul 2.18 0.722 
100 100 2.00 1.77 0.519 
100 100 1.60 iM 0.3U1+ 
100 100 1,6^ i.iU 0.186 
100 100 O..S02 0.781 0.059 
